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Shuttles Squibb Science
Take Off Center Celebrates
To The Grand Opening
Mall

SGA Boots
Bookkeeper
SGA Fires Third Employee In One Year
Jessica Havery
A rts & Entertainm ent Editor

Chantal Gabel
News Editor

In addition to the new shuttle ser
vice to the Pathm ark Supermarket,
Montclair State University Shuttle
Services is now offering transporta
tion to Willowbrook Mall.
Fatima deCarvalho, director of
Student Activities, sent out an email with the schedule of departure
and return times, along with the
places students will be picked up
and dropped off.
The e-mail stated, “To meet the
growing demand for shuttle ser
vice to the surrounding community,
MSU Transportation Services will
be recruiting students to drive the
shuttles.”
The shuttles will depart from
the Village a t 11:00 a.m. and
1:00 p.m., Freeman a t 11:05 a.m.
and 1:05 a.m., Blanton at 11:10
a.m. and 1:10 p.m., the Pathm ark
Supermarket at 11:18 a.m. and 1:18
p.m., and Willowbrook Mall by the
Cheesecake Factory a t 11:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m.
Return times from Pathm ark
will be 1:18 p.m. and 3:18 p.m., and
Willowbrook Mall at 1:30 p.m. and
3:30 p.m.
Students who wish to stay at
the mall after 3:30 p.m. may take
the N J Transit #705 bus back to
campus.
deCarvalho said th at because
this is an extra service provided at
the students’ requests, it “would be
fitting to utilize participants in our
Student Driver Program as driv
ers.”
Although it has been rumored
th at there will be transportation to
Bloomfield Ave., deCarvalho said
there are no plans for the route
right now.
The service began Saturday Oct.
29 and as of now, is of no cost to
students.

courtesy of www.montclair.edu

Students can now do their holiday
shopping without worrying about
gas money.
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The new Center is designed to specifically help students prepare to
become teachers in either mathematics or science.

The official opening of Montclair
State University’s Bristol-Myers
Squibb Center for Science Teaching
and Learning will be held at the
Center’s Blanton H all location
Monday, Oct. 24, at 9:30 a.m.
The ceremony formally acknowledges and celebrates a $500,000
five-year gran t from BristolMyers Squibb to Montclair State
University. This public-private
partnership funds the Center,
which is designed as an incubator for excellence in northern New
Jersey aiming to improve the way
teachers prepare their students in
mathematics and science educafr°nAmong those participating
in the opening ceremonies will
be President Susan A. Cole, and
Montclair State University trustee
John L. McGoldrick, executive vice
president and general counsel of

Bristol-Myers Squibb. McGoldrick,
who has responsibility for BMS’s
HIV/AIDS program s in Africa,
including its $117 million Secure
the Future programs, will speak
about the university-corporate

partnership
A ribbon-cutting ceremony is set
for 10:00 a.m., followed by a reception and a tour of the facility.
At 10:30 a.m., Sally Schuler,
executive director of the National,
Science Resources • C enter of
Washington, D.C., a nationally recognized leader in the development
of inquiry-based K-12 science curricula and professional development
programs, will speak on science
education today,
The five-room Bristol-Myers
Squibb C enter for Science
Teaching and Learning houses
<«c c^mpp-
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The Executive Board of the
Student Government Association,
led by President Angelo Lilia, has
announced their decision to term i
nate the organization’s bookkeeper.
In a press release to the student
body, collectively w ritten by all four
members of the Executive Board,
the SGA said the “working relation
ship [between Hall and the SGA]
had not been functioning as well as
it should have.”
SGA Treasurer Dave Kois said
“Hall didn’t have the students’ best
interest in mind. It takes a special
person to work for the SGA and
work well in a student-centered
atmosphere.”
As a result of the recent term i
nation, Kois said th at hè will be
taking oh the duties of bookkeeper
temporarily.
“I will m aintain the SGA financ
es along w ith my Executive Board
with the guidance of our advisors,”
Kois said. “My job is to serve the
students and I will continue to do
that.”
According to Kois, the SGA has
plans to move forward to conduct “a
complete and thorough search for a
replacement th at has the students’
interest in mind.”
In the press release, the organi-

zation acknowledged th at the office
has been undergoing difficulties,
“as many students have already
become aware,” and asked th at
the campus community be patient
as they move through a transition
period.
The transition period th at the
board members mention started

“A month into Hall’s
employment, things
died down. I felt like
it was déjà vu,
going back to
Williams again.”
Jen W ilenta
President o f Class O ne Concerts

last academic year in the Jacob
V. Hudnut adm inistration when
Hudnut refused to rehire Salikah
Berkovich, the SGA bookkeeper of
nearly 10 years.
A fter denying Berkovich the
opportunity to reclaim her position,
Hudnut hired Nicole Williams, who
accepted duties beginning Jan. 1.
Throughout the spring and the
SEE ‘BOOKKEEPER’ ON P. 3

Blanton Hall Renovations
Started Slow, But Progressing
Chantal Gabel
News Editor

S tarting this semester, some
Blanton H all residents have been
able to enjoy the building’s new
renovations, but only those stu
dents who reside in the C-wings of
each floor.
Students such as Katie Lee, a
junior theatre major, has been dis
appointed th at other rooms have
new conveniences such as new
shades and carpeting, and her room
still has older amenities.
“The shades in my room hardly
move, so I can’t even use them,” she
said, “and the sink has fruit flies
A rts an d Entertainm ent: 9

coming out of it. It’s not fair th at
I’m paying the same amount of
money as other students who have
contemporary furnishings.”
Every year, the Offices of
Residence Life, Construction
and Engineering, and Facilities
Management collaborate to discuss
residence hall physical improve
ments.
“Depending on the available
funding for Capital projects, priori
ties are reviewed and decisions are
made regarding what work will be
performed,” said Kathleen Ragan,
associate vice president for Division
SEE ‘RENOVATIONS’ ON P. 3
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The C-wing lounges in Blanton Hall have already received new paint and
carpeting.
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M ONDAY 7

Conversations About Eating and
Body Image, Drop-In Center,
12 p.m. -1:30 p.m.

Conversations About Eating
and Body Image, Drop - In
Center, 4:30 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Walkin’Around the U, Drop - In
Center, 12:30 p.m. -1 p.m.

Monday Night Football, SC
Ratt, 8:30 p.m.

F R ID A Y 4

Players: Fall Comedy, SC Annex
126,8 p.m.
SA TU RD A Y 5

TU ESD A Y 8

CARS: Election Day Breakfast,
SC Commuter Lounge, 9 a.m.
Mu Sigma Upsilon: Stroll
Competition, SC Ballrooms,
7 p.m.

Players: Fall Comedy, SC Annex,
126,1 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Have A Nice Day!

w w w .them ontclarion.org
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Chi Upsilon Sigma: Movie/
Pizza Night, SC Commuter
Lounge, 8 p.m.

SGA Notes
- Bill passed for Red
Hawk
Night
SGA
Psychic Appropriation
- Bill passed for SGA
Statute Changes
- Bill passed to endorse
new system ID numbers
- Bill passed for a
Spectrum s
Dance
Appropriation

Montclarion
The M ontclarion is a freely
distributed newspaper pro
viding one copy per person.
Additional copies are $0.25

SU N D A Y 6

Players: Fall Comedy, SC Annex
126,8 p.m.
Music: Lauren Heber, French
horn, MC Hall, 3 p.m.

La Unidad Latina:
Conquistadores, SC 419, 7 p.m.
NAACP: Give Thanks Food
Drive, SC Ratt, 7 p.m.
Delta Xi Delta, Date Auction,
SC Ballrooms, 8 p.m.

The Police
Report:
Trespassing and Vandalism
Increase O n Cam pus

10/20/05 - Charles Frometa, 19, Union City,
and Yusaku Kubo, 20, Ridgewood, were
issued summonses for underage consump
tion of alcohol and providing alcoholic
beverages to minors. Both are awaiting
court dates in Little Falls Municipal Court,
investigation.
10/23/05 - Visitors Vanessa Flores, 19,
Montclair, Justine Pasqualicchio, 18,
Montclair, and Peter Vonhoffman, 22,
Montclair, were charged with trespassing
in Blanton Hall. The three are awaiting a
court date in Little Falls Municipal Court.
10/23/05 - Matthew P. Molle, 18,
Flemington was issued summonses for
underage possession of alcohol, posses
sion of drug paraphenalia and theft of
street signs. He is awaiting a court date in
Little Falls Municipal Court.
10/28/05 - A Clove Road female resident
reported that her apartment was broken
into and that an unknown person stole
several items of food. The suspect(s) also
poured several boxes of food over the
victim's floor. This case is-under investiga
tion.
10/29/05 - A student member of the SGA
reported the theft of a computer from an
SGA office. The theft is under investiga
tion.

Anyone w ho has information regarding these
inddents is urged to call the police station
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All
calls are strictly confidential.

Corrections
The M ontclarion willingly
corrects its factual errors. If
you think that we've made a
mistake in a story, please call
Editor-In-Chief Mike McPhee
at (973) 655-5230.

NEWARK - The three-tim e
Stanley Cup Champion New
Jersey Devils and the city of
Newark are inviting the resi
dents of Newark to come, see
and share in the New Jersey
Devils/Newark Arena Model
Tour that will have six stops at
various branch locations of the
Newark Public Library.
Each of Newark’s five wards
are represented on the tour.
For more information on the
tour, call any of the Newark
Public Library participating
locations on tour.

h eart attack, but the teen’s
father, Darryl Slater, said the
family was waiting for the medi
cal examiner to determine an
exact cause of death.
Slater said his son passed
out last year during football
practice and collapsed the year
before during gym, but was
never diagnosed with a medical
condition.
NEWARK - An Orange resident
told a Superior Court judge yes
terday he drank four gallons of
gin before getting behind the

wheel of his mother’s Cadillac
two years ago and killing a
Newark police officer in a col
lision.
Investigators found a halffilled bottle of gin and a con
tainer of gin and orange juice in
the Cadillac at the time of the
crash at Bergen St. and 18th
Ave. in Newark. The accident
claimed the life of officer Melvin
Lisojo on June 24,2003.
Evans acknowledged his
blood alcohol concentration on
the night in question was .18.

COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL

Wesley African AmericanMethodist-Episcopal Zion in
Washington, one of many who
rose before dawn to see the
casket.
Parks, a former seamstress,
became the first woman to
he in honor in the Rotunda,
sharing the tribute bestowed
upon Abraham Lincoln, John
F. Kennedy and other national
leaders. President Bush and
congressional leaders gathered
for a brief ceremony Sunday
night, listening as members of
Baltimore’s Morgan State Uni

International News
BAGHDAD - A deadly car bomb
exploded Monday night in a
commercial district in Central
Basra, causing many casual
ties, police said.
Police Lt. Col. Karim asZaidi said at least 20 people
were killed, 40 injured, accord
ing to the Associated Press.
Emergency crews were
removing body parts from the
area in front of a busy restau
rant in the city’s Algiers St.
area, which had been packed
with families enjoying an eve

iHiiiii« «-..................

NEWARK - Dariusu Slater, a 16
-yearrold high school junior col
lapsed yesterday while taking
gym class at the Essex County
Technical Careers Center in
Newark and later died.
Slater played football for
Shabazz High School, fell to the
ground around 10:30 a.m. as he
and his classmates ran warm
up laps around the gym, school
officials said. Darius was taken
to University Hospital, where he
died shortly after noon.
Doctors have attributed
Darius’ death to a massive

National News
WASHINGTON - Americans
paid tribute Monday to Rosa
Parks, with more than 30,000
filing silently by her casket in
the Capitol Rotunda and a military honor guard saluting the
woman whose defiant act on a
city bus inspired the modem
civil rights movement.
“I rejoice th at my country
recognizes th at this woman
changed the course ofAmerican
history, th at this woman became
a cure for the cancer of segre
gation,” said the Rev. Vernon
Shannon, 68, pastor of John

fie
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versity choir sang, “The Battle
Hymn of the Republic.”
Parks was arrested in 1955
for refusing to give up her bus
seat to a white man, an incident
th at inspired M artin Luther
King and helped start off the
civil rights movement.
PASADENA, TX - A Texas
woman was allegedly robbed
and killed by three hurricane
evacuees she befriended after
meeting them at her church,
according to police.
Betty Blair, 77, was stran-

gled to death inside her
Pasadena home Friday and
her body was discovered by her
daughter Friday evening.
The three suspects were
arrested Friday evening after
police located the dead woman’s
missing car through its OnStar
electronic tracking system.
The three had been hired
by Blair to do jobs around her
home, said Pasadena Police
Chiefs Vince Mitchell.
Blair was described as a
highly respected woman who
volunteered at her church.

COMPILED BY CHANTAL GABEL

ning out as the holy month
of’Ramadan draws to a close,
Reuters reported.
Earlier in the day, the U.S.
m ilitary reported that four U.S.
soldiers were killed when their
vehicle struck a roadside bomb,
and two other U.S. soldiers
were killed by a bomb in north
ern Iraq.
The four soldiers were
patrolling the Yusufiyah dis
trict southwest of Baghdad at
the time of theh explosion on
Monday.

NEW DELHI - India’s prime
m inister has told Pakistan’s
president there are indications
of a foreign link to the New
Delhi bombings and reminded
him of his country’s pledge to
fight terrorism, news agencies
have reported.
“We continue to be disturbed
and dismayed at indications of
the external linkages of ter
rorist groups with (Saturday’s)
bombings,” Manmohan Singh
said during the conversation
with . Pervez M usharraf on

Monday, according to a press
release from his office;
The release also said Singh
told M usharraf th at “India
expects Pakistan to act against
terrorism directed at India.”
The Pakistani leader had
called Singh to express his con
dolences for those killed and
wounded in the attacks.
“I would like to give the total
and unequivocal support from
Pakistan in any investigation
the Indians would like to carry
out,” M usharraf said.

w w w .them ontclarion.org
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BO O KKEEPER
CONTINUED FROM P I

summer sem ester of last year, Williams
failed to complete the requirements of her
position, missing 17 work days in a twomonth period.
A fter term inating Williams, MichaelTodd Hall was hired to fill in temporarily,
until the position could be filled, instead,
Hall was asked to rem ain in the position.
For two months, Hall Served as the SGA
bookkeeper. However, according to some stu
dents, Hall did not fulfill the duties as
expected.
Jen W ilenta, president of Class One
Concerts, said, “Hall was awesome at first;
the tu rn around rate for checks was fairly
quick.”
While Wilenta had good things to say
about Hall’s approach to the position when
he was first hired, she said his work ethics
eventually declined.
“A month into Hall’s employment, things
died down,” Wilenta said. “I felt like it was
déjà vu, going back to Williams again.”.
In addition to Class One Concerts’ frus
trations, the radio station WMSC also expe
rienced problems with Hall.
Mike Saavedra, the business manager
of the radio station, agreed w ith many of
Wilenta’s concerns.
In one situation, the- station ordered pro
motional items to increase listener support,
but Hall failed to send payment in an appro
priate time, Saavedra said.

Salikah Berkovich (left) worked as the SGA
bookkeeper fo r nearly 10 years before she
was denied permission to return to her job.
Berfcwich resigned after a disagreement
with former SGA President Jacob V. Hudnut,
and said that Kw lniit did not acknowledge
her attempt to «rithdraw te r resignation.
Michael-Todd Hall (right) served as the SGA
bookkeeper fo r alm ost two months before
he was terminated. According to members
of student organizations, Hail’s work level
dropped o ff after a month of service.

“We received calls from the distribution
company saying th at they had not received
payment,” Saavedra said. “They threatened
to report the problem to collections agencies
if it wasn’t handled.”
When applying the SGA’s recent deci
sion to term inate Hall to the organization’s
overall effectivness, Saavedra supported the
group’s ability to make decisions.
He said, “I don’t think they have bad deci
sion making skills. If people had reported
problems with Hall, the m atter could have
been resolved.”
Although Saavedra did support the SGA
in the m atter, he said th at “one [member of
the SGA] is more professional and approach
able than the other.” He declined to name the
student leader who he viewed as unprofes
sional.

Get a free copy
.s iid o I r S c r e d it
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SQUIBB
CONTINUED FROM P I

PRISM (Professional Resources in Science
and Mathematics), a network of programs
designed to improve teacher preparation in
mathematics and science. In the recent aca
demic year, PRISM provided professional
development in inquiry-based approaches
to more than 700 teachers in 48 school dis
tricts.
Jacalyn Willis, PRISM founding direc
tor, said, “The Bristol-Myers Squibb Center
allows us to build on our successes, acquire
new resources, add additional programming,
and expand into more school districts.
The Center has attractive and versatile
furnishings, an inviting design, communica
tions equipment, and eye-catching artwork
th at combine to send the message th at sci
ence and mathematics are exciting areas of
study, valuable connecting paths to a world
around us and enjoyable pursuits for a fulfill
ing life.”

or call

A signature program of PRISM th at
is slated for expansion is “The Rainforest
Connection,” which ties researchers in a
tropical forest habitat in Panam a directly
to students in New Jersey classrooms. The
research-centered video conferences will
include new remote field locations, additional
scientists and more topics for the coming
school year.
McGoldnck noted th at the Center for
Science Teaching and Team ing a t Montclair
State, as well as a sim ilar center at Rider
University also established with a grant from
Bristol-Myers Squibb, are logical extensions
of a $6 million commitment from the compa
ny, started in 1993 to help raise the quality
of science education across the nation.

A rticle courtesy o f Insight Online
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RENOVATIONS
CONTINUED FROM P I

Administration.
Ragan added th at the reason the rooms
haven’t been done simultaneously is because
of the tim ing of the approval for the renova
tions. Because of this, she said th at the work
has been split up into phases.
In a letter given to students during movein, residents were told renovations of their
room will be completed by the end of the
semester.
The letter stated, “Unfortunately, due to
time constraints we were not able to complete
all the renovations on our list. Thus, there
may be some areas of your room or floor that
need repair and we are well aware of many
of them. We anticipate completing some of
them during the semester.”
The C-wing on all of the floors received
changes such as removal of carpet and addi
tion of tile, newly painted walls, new sink
and vanity, new vanity light fixture and
installation of room lighting.
The C-wing also received new hallway
and lounge carpeting, the study cubicles
received new tile floors, and all areas were
painted and received new light fixtures.
New desk chairs were placed in all
rooms, and triple rooms received two dress
ers to increase storage space. So far this
year, student room lights have been partially
installed, however, the work was too disrup
tive to continue. The work is expected to be
completed during the semester break.
“Based on availability of funds, one half
of the blinds were able to be replaced in the
current fiscal year,” Ragan said. “We antici
pate funding availability in the next year to
complete the second half of the project.”
Altogether, the cost of renovations is

$300,000. However, Ragan stated th at stu
dents will not be charged any fee for the
refurbishment of the halls. She added that
the residence hall’s renovations are paid for
by the hall room charges, summer conference
revenue, the University’s capital budget and,
in some cases, through bond funds.”
Future plans to renovate Blanton Hall

“We will continue to replace
student room mattresses, lounge
furniture and student room
furniture until we complete the
replacement cycle.”
Kathleen Ragan
Associate Vice President fo r Division
Adm inistration

include upgrades to student bathrooms in
the C wing, and completely renovating the A,
B and D - wing student rooms. The building
. will be closed the summer of2006 to perform
this work.
“We will continue to replace student room
m attresses, lounge furniture and student
room furniture until we complete the replace
ment cycle,” said Ragan. There are also talks
in the possibility of remodeling the Blanton
dining room and kitchen.
Blanton Hall was built in 1982, and has
not had substantial renovations since its
construction.
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Surviving A Course Selection Crisis
A Student’s Key Points On How To Schedule A Perfect Semester
Jessica Havery
A rts & Entertainm ent Editor

hile shuttle services and the poli
cies of Residence Life may frus
trate students, nothing can be more
aggravating than being shut out of a closed
course or finding out the course you signed
up for is being taught by a lousy professor.
With only one more semester left to
schedule in my undergraduate career, I have
never had a Friday class, a blacklisted pro
fessor, or have gone without a requirement
I needed. In many ways, and without any
academic advisement, I beat the system and
learned how to schedule a successful semes
ter. Here’s how you can do the same!

W

Pay Attention; You can’t schedule if you
don’t know when course sign-ups start and,
sometimes, scheduling dates sneak up on
students. Course booklets now scatter the
campus and students have already begun
to scramble for spots in the course of their
choice, so be on the look out for scheduling
workshops, dates and information.
Research Professors: To those who haven’t
had to endure a rough professor, you got
lucky. Make sure it never happens to you
and look into professors before you register
for your courses.
Many students use professor and course
critiques posted on RateMyProfessors.com.
With the majority of Montclair’s professors
listed, the site offers students a forum to

rate their professors on things from clarity to
overall sex appeal. Using thë site will tell you
whether your professor can properly teach
about dinosaurs or actually is one.
Seriously though, while the comments can
be fun, you should remember th at you can’t
believe everything you read. Give professors
the benefit of the doubt and speak to fellow
classmates before blacklisting a professor
completely. Or talk to the professor about
what is his or her vision for the class.
Get Guidance: There’s no such thing as a
stupid question. If you’re confused about
the requirements for your major or a course
description, see your advisor. They’re there
and are paid to help, and might be able to
show you a shortcut you didn’t know about.
We all know communication can be a prob
lem, but if you feel like your advisor is giving
you the run around, or is simply not advising,
let someone know.
Students should attem pt to speak with
their direct advisor about the issue. However
,they may also contact the chair of the depart
ment to report a potential problem.
The bottom line is th at your education is
important and there are people on campus to
help you understand it. Get to know them;
they may be your key to graduating on time.
Plan Ahead: After you’ve asked your ques
tions, and have done your research, plan
your course load-twice. Prepare two lists of
preferred classes before you attem pt to regSEE ‘COURSE’ ON P. 7

courtesy of www.latvschool.uhm.edu

Registering for classes is a daunting task, but with ratem yprofessor.com and guidance
counselors, students should do fine.

Hold On When You Feel Like Giving Up
The End Of The Rope Is Just The Start Of A New Beginning
Rob Gilbert, PhD.
Departm ent o f Exercise Science and Physical
Education

“When you get into a tight place and every
thing goes against you until it seems as
though you cannot hang on a minute lon
ger, never give up then, for that is ju st the
place and time that the tide will turn.”

you feel like screaming out, “I’m at the end of _
my rQpe!”? What are you going to do?

When you get to the end of your rope,
there's only one thing to do — HOLD ON!

After 13 years of massive drug and alcohol
abuse, Jam es Frey had had it. He finally got
into rehab, where he was told by a doctor th at
--HARRIET BEECHER STOWE (1811-1896)
using again would kill him.
He was at the very end of his rope. Last
hat are you going to do when you
get to the end of your rope? What week, when he told his story on Oprah,
are you going to do when you’re so he said, “You go through a situation like
fed up, so frustrated, so discouraged, th at this and there are so many moments where
you just feel no hope. There are
moments when you emotionally
hate yourself so much th at you
don’t think you can keep going.
There are moments where you
want chemicals so badly th at you
don’t think you can keep going.
“For me, I learned something
very simple, which is if you can just
hold on — you’ll always feel better.
No m atter how awful you feel, if
you are ju st patient enough to sit
there with the negative feelings,
the negative feelings are going to
go away.
“You don’t have to go use. You
don’t have to go do anything bad.
You don’t have to h urt yourself any
more. You ju st hold on and it’ll get
better.”
Jam es Frey tells about his jour
courtesy off www.i •a.cnn.net ney back from addiction in his mes
James Frey, victim and survivor of drug abuse, explains merizing memoir titled, A Million
his addiction in A M illion L ittle Pieces.
Little Pieces.

W

www.www.asmphouston.org

Jerry Rice, a professional football player is a motivation to all the world’s aspiring athletes.

Jerry Rice, arguably the greatest receiver
ever to play professional football, recently
retired after 20 seasons. He was one of the
best-conditioned athletes in the world due in
large measure to his super-human off-season
workouts.
His daily routine included eight hours
of sprints, agility drills, football drills and
weightlifting, followed by running up a 2.6mile hill and then more wind sprints, again,
up hill. Then Rice ran a 2.6-mile “cool down.”
No one could keep up with him.
~When asked how he dealt with all the pain
and fatigue, Rice responded th at he ju st had

to “fight through it!” When Jerry Rice was
at the end of his rope, he fought through it.
When you’re at the end of your rope you
can say to yourself either “I’m going to give
up” or “I’m going to fight through it!”
James Frey and Jerry Rice knew the
answer. Now you do, too.

Need a reminder to keep on keeping on? Call
Dr. Gilbert’s Success Hotline, at (973) 7434690. Three-minute, tape-recorded mes
sages are available 24/7/365. New messages
every morning at 7:30.
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fea rjja n d J, I
*ve never cheated an my girlfrien dbefore,but sometimes I'm tem pted to and even consider doing so.
work with a lot o f girls and, sometimes, w eflirt with each other bid nothing has ever happened. Is it
% ^ h r m e ^ B tm ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M n d m ^ I h a v e m m r im e n d ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Jose Ortiz
M anaging Editor

yes were made for looking, brains
were made for thinking and both body
parts work; whether you want them to
or not. You should start worrying when you
stop looking lustfully at the opposite sex. A
brief stare and an innocent fantasy never
h u rt anyone, at least anyone who has kept
it at ju st th a t... innocent.
You have to ask yourself a few questions,
and be as honest as possible. First, ask if it
has really just been ‘looking’ and ‘minor
flirting.’ Often times we can convince
ourselves of our own lack of guilt in a
situation. If you see these girls at
work and you are sending sexual
innuendos back and forth like ping
pong balls, this may be progressing
in the wrong direction. However, if
it’s all innocent flirtation for enter
taining interaction rather than lay
ing ground
work, I don’t
thin k there’s
any harm in it.
Comedian Chris Rock
once said th at “a man
is only as faithful as
his options.” So the
next thing to ask your
self is would I cheat
if I could? Ju st pic
ture th at one of these
girls th at you work
with offered to sleep
with you; would you do.
it? If your answer is
anything other than a
resounding no, then flirting is definitely the
wrong thing to do, and your “looking” trans
lates into something more questionable.

E

Another aspect th at could be examined |
Jessica Havery .
A rts & Entertainm ent Editor
is the connotation behind a look. W hat is |
going through your mind when you see an |
attractive girl? We probably, can’t print j
here is a big difference between
that. Do you want your girlfriend to look at \
thinking and doing. College students
another man th at way, or a man to look at |
think about the perfect bank robbery;
your girl with those eyes? Of ( Michael Jackson thinks about little boys and,
course not. So understand -1 I’m sure, your girlfriend has thought about
ing what message you are | another man a time or two.
conveying with your gaze |
The thing is, ju st because people
is very important.
have thoughts doesn’t necessarily
The last thing th at needs to be i mean they have to act on them. It’s
considered is how much time < only human to think about other
you spend with any of these i females, and even flirt. Flirting,
girls outside of work. Iff for most people, is a harmless, fun
you go out to bars a lot < way of reassuring yourself that
with your co-workers, i you’ve still got what it takes.
The problem here is that
or spend any substan -1
tial amount of time i you seem very close to blurring
w ith
a girl who you know you | the line between thought
lo o k
at in a sexual or lustful { and action.
w ay;
you’re going to get i
A little flirting is one thing,
y ourself into a lot of trouble, i but close contact on a daily
battle of staying loyal i basis could be hazard
H alf the
is to not put
yourself in a position ( ous to your relationship.
to cheat.
Spending such an exten
The key is to know yourself and to know sive amount of time with
your willpower. Some people can hang out someone like a co-worker,
and flirtwith attractive members of the opposite sex ing while doing so, could easily send your
and never feel any sexual tension.
work relationship into the next level.
For others, all it takes is one drink, some
Please don’t say th at you wouldn’t want
skimpy clothes and some loud music. . By the innocent flirting to evolve into anything
avoiding the wrong situations you also avoid else. I’ve had more men than I can count to
making the wrong mistakes.
tell me th at men don’t befriend women for a
The world was created with billions of simple friendship. Men almost always want
beautiful human beings, sometimes you just more, and if you didn’t at first, chances are
have to look. I think the best policy is “don’t you will after a prolonged period of flirta
ask, don’t tell.”
tious behavior.
You don’t need to know who she thinks is
cute, nor does she need details about the girl
sitting next to you in class. If you keep it at
ju st a look, and remain subtle, everything
should be fine.

T

You’re playing with fire to tempt yourself
with such behavior and I think you might be
safer to flirt with a waitress or someone you
meet at a random party. Flirting with them
will give you the ego boost you want and
poses no threat to your relationship because
you probably won’t see them again.
If you care about your
relationship w ith your
girlfriend then you
wouldn’t want to
put yourself in
a situation that
has potential for
turning into
so m e th in g
else. If you’re
tempted
enough,
then you
s h o u ld
be fair to your girl
friend and stop
wasting her time.
To continue a relationship th at you
have lost, or are losing, interest
in is ju st stupid on your part, and
hurtful towards your girlfriend.
Consider how you would feel if your
girlfriend’s simple flirting with a co-work
er morphed into a secret sexual escapade. I’m
sure you would be hurt, as would sh e..
I f you have any questions you would like
anwered by our team o f sex and rela
tionship experts, send in an e-mail to
MSUFeature@gmail.com with “He Said She
Said”in the subject line.

Natalie Ghany
NJCU Alumna 2003,
Political Science
Com ing from a soles background, I didn't know w hat to expect when I first heard Enterprise

“After completing my undergraduate degree
at New Jersey City University, I went on to
the University College o f London to earn
my M aster’s in International Development.
NJCU was a great foundation fo r this next
step in my education.”

w as hiring. I thought it w as all just about renting cars to customers. But it's much more than
that. A t Enterprise, every day I'm learning w hat it takes to run a successful business. A n d it's
professional and fast paced. They encourage me to be entrepreneurial and to think differently.
That means building a customer base and creating my own unique w ays to better serve it.
It also means sharing in the profits I help create and the opportunity to advance quickly
based on the results I get.

Whatever personal or professional path you
choose, at NJCU you'll find dedicated
professors inspiring you to grow and to
achieve. Each of our undergraduate and
graduate programs is designed with a single
goal - your success. Visit NJCU's thriving
campus today and begin writing your own
success story.

It's this kind of philosophy that makes Enterprise the perfect place for me. And, if I need help,
I'm not on my own. The people here truly believe in teamwork and support. Here, it's a work
environment that leads to bigger and better things for everyone involved. A n d that's
something I haven't found anywhere else.

M y f?€ts<rhAÌ ¿hf-etbrust

NEW

JERSEY

CITY

j E n t e r p r is e
A p p ly o n lin e at:
w w w .en te rp rise.com /care ers.
O r contact: Matthew Pethers, Recruiting M an ag er
phone: (908) 4 9 7 -1 9 5 7
e-mail: matthew.t.pethers@erac.com
E O E /M F D V
02005 Enterprise Rent-A-Car Company.
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Tuition Skyrockets
Aid Lags Behind As Tuition Increases
Martha W oodall
KRT Campus

he good news is th at tuition at public
colleges and universities is not rising
as sharply as in the last few years, the
College Board announced last week.
Officials said, tjiat the bad news is that
financial aid is not keeping pace.
As the College Board released its annual
reports on college costs and financial aid,
board president Gaston Caperton said offi
cials are concerned that, for the third year in
a row, th at students and their families were
going deeper into debt to cover costs. .
The typical graduate from a four-year
public college has $15,500 in debt; the typi
cal graduate of a private, four-year college
leaves with $19,400 of deht.
University of Pennsylvania president
Amy Gutmann, and other higher-education
leaders, warned th at the recent shift from
need-based aid to m erit grants is harm ing
middle-income and low-income families by
diverting money to wealthier students.
That is especially the case in Pennsylvania
and New Jersey, in which have the highest
average tuition and fees in the country for
public four-year colleges this school year.
Pennsylvania ranks first, and New Jersey

T

second.
“We all should be focusing on need-based
financial aid, rather than on what is called
merit,” Gutmann said. “Merit-based aid over
whelmingly goes to high-income students
who can afford our institutions. But institu
tions are competing for them to raise their
average SAT scores.”
According to the College Board, public
four-year colleges across the country raised
tuition and fees by an average 7.1 percent
for the current academic year to $5,491. Last
year the rate rose by 10 percent.
Rates for public and two-year schools
increased by an average 5.4 percent to $2,191.
Tuition at private, four-year colleges rose by
an average 5.9 percent to $21,235.
Although colleges and universities in
Pennsylvania and New Jersey reported hav
ing sim ilar percentage increases, college
costs in the two states are far above the
national norm.
The price tag for private four-year colleges
is $21,630 in Pennsylvania and $22,020 in
New Jersey. The average public, four-year
college in Pennsylvania costs $8,410 and
$8,180 in New Jersey.
Public two-year colleges in those states are

■

m

courtesy of www.eocc.edu

■Which students are getting financial aid? Those with good grades or those without money?

WINTER SESSION J a n u a r y 3 - 1 4 , 2 0 0 6
REGISTRATION BEGINS OCTOBER 3

SEE TUITION' ON P. 8

Tax-Free Futures
The Roth IRA and Traditional IRA
Alex W olff
A ssistan t Feature Editor

s Benjamin Franklin once said, “there
are two sure things in life, death and
taxes.” Let us learn to avoid the latter
while simultaneously building wealth.
Every one th at has a job has a tax
problem, including students. The harder
you work to make money, the more taxes
you pay. In order to maximize wealth, stu
dents need to find ways to minimize their
taxes. There are a couple of ways to do this.
Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs) and
Roth IRAs are a great place to start.
/ Traditional IRAs and Roth IRAs are
tax deferred retirem ent vehicles. People use
these vehicles as the comer stones of their
retirem ent planning.
The traditional IRA allows for a tax
deductible cash contribution of $4,000 a
year, which reduces your taxable income.
W hat does this mean? Imagine your gross
income is $60,000. After a contribution of
$4,000 to an IRA, your gross income now
becomes $56,000. This reduces taxable
income and helps you save money.
The traditional IRA is also tax deferred
until the money is withdrawn meaning moremoney is allowed to compound then if income
taxes were to be taken out. There is one
catch; with the traditional IRA you will be
penalized if you take the money out before
age 59i/2yet there are always exceptions to a
rule. Money can be withdrawn early without
penalty for education, buying a first home,
death; large medical expenses and health
insurance.
< Almost identical to the traditional IRA is
the Roth IRA, which also allows up to $4,000
to be contributed per year. The main differ
ence with the Roth IRA is th at contributions
are not tax-deductible. Hence, you cannot
subtract your yearly contributions from your
gross income. However, the advantage to a
Roth IRA is if the account has been open for
five years and you are age 59 1/2 the money
can be withdrawn tax free. You pay no taxes
on your capital gains and keep the entire
piggy bank. Nevertheless, withdrawing the

A

money before age 59i/2 carries the same pen
alty as the traditional IRA, but stated above
there are exceptions to the rule.
The traditional IRA and Roth IRA are,
by far, the most popular and tax savvy
vehicles. If you are earning over $4,000 a
year you should contribute to an IRA. Ask
your parent’s financial advisor, or call yours
for help.
If you are not working, but have kind
parents, there are still ways to contribute to
an IRA. For instance, maybe you did “chores”
around the. house amounting to $4,000 a
year. That is considered work and money can
be contributed to an IRA.
S tart learning the tax system now while,
at the sametime, saving for your future. Soon
after graduation, you will start contributing
to a 401(K) and then things get interesting.

• Open to all college students, professionals, and the
community.
• A variety of undergraduate and graduate courses in
an intensive learning environment.
• Easy to register! Visit our website to learn more.

h ttp ://w in te r .n e w a r k .r u tg e r s .e d u

n e w a rk
The State University o f Mew Jersey

460 Bloomfield A v e .,
.» ,
973-509-0083

w w w .divisioneast.com

NOWBIGGiR
ANDBETTER
IN MONTCLAIR!
SKATEBOARDS
SNOWBOARDS
LIMITED EDITION
SN EAKER S
EIN EST- S E L E C T IO N
OF APPAREL FOR MEN,
WOMEN, AND CHILDREN!
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How To Invest In Foreign Companies
When ADRs Prove To Be An Easy Way To Achieve Portfolio Diversification
Erna Stummer
S ta ff Writer

ne of the reasons to invest in foreign
companies is th at U.S. stocks repre
sent only about half of the total value
of global markets; Therefore, international
stocks offer extra opportunities for an edu
cated investor. There are about 21 major
stock m arkets outside of the U.S. th at have
more than a thousand large cap companies.
Many of these companies operate in rapidly
growing economies with extraordinary rates
of return.
From a portfolio management perspec

O

tive, investing in foreign companies is a way
to diversify. Sometimes, U.S. and foreign
shares do not move in the same direction,
meaning th at they lack in correlation. For
example, when one is up, the other may be
down, and vice versa. A diversified portfolio
balances uncorrelated securities to spread
the risk.
An easy way to gain exposure to foreign
stock is to invest in American Depository
Receipts (ADRs). An ADR is a negotiable
instrum ent th at trades in the U.S. and
represents a specified number of shares in
a foreign company. They offer the investor
a convenient way to gain exposure to inter

national m arkets. ADRs are quoted in U.S.
dollars, traded on American m arkets and
issued or sponsored in the U.S. by a bank or
brokerage.
ADRs give the U.S. investors the option of
trading non-U.S. securities without concern
for complicated and/or expensive croSs-border transactions and offer the same eco
nomic,, corporate and voting rights th at
the domestic shareholders of the non-U.S.
company have.
Moreover, by choosing ADRs, the U.S.
investor will avoid dealing with different
reporting and tax regulations on securities
th at foreign governments have. In many
cases, foreign com
panies are not
required to provide
the same detailed
accounting infor
mation th at U.S.
companies provide
which makes anal
ysis of the stock
tricky.
Each ADR is
backed by a spe
cific num ber of
foreign company
local shares. This
is called the ADR
ratio and it is
designed to set the
price of each ADR
in U.S. dollars
For example,
if the price of the
share is the equiv
alent of $10 in the
home country and the ADR ratio has been
set at 5:1, the price of an ADR will be $50.
There are many types of ADRs programs,
each with different features. If a foreign
company adopts U.S. GAAP accounting and
registers its securities with SEC, its ADRs
can be listed on any of the U.S. stock
exchanges such as NYSE, AMEX or quoted
for trading on NASDAQ.
ADR’s have the following advantages:
• SEC registration and disclosure
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New Jersey

EG G DONORS NEEDED!!!
THE IV F O F NEW JER SEY IS SEEKING EGG
DONORS OF ALLEHTNIC BACKGROUNDS BETWEEN
THE AGES OF 21-32.

AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RECJEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.

RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT,
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.

AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE,
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED.$7000.00

For more information on our egg donor program call

(973)470-0303
and ask for one of our Nurses.
1035 ROUTE 46 EAST
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 07013
TELEPHONE (973) 4704)303

FAX (973) 916-0488 -

• U.S. exchange traded
• U.S. dollar denominated
• Low cost of custody
• Dividends paid in dollars
• Home country participation in corporate
governance and proxy voting
• They aré as liquid as the shares in the
home market.
However, before investing in ADRs, inves
tors should be aware of certain risks involved.
The most im portant is the exchange rate risk.
For example, a U.S. investor’s return on a
stock from France is tied to the currency fluc
tuations between U.S. dollar and the Euro.
If the investor buys ADRs th at track the
stock from a French company and the Euro
rises against the dollar between the time he
or she buy and sell the stock, his or her return

“An ADR is a
negotiable instrument
that trades in the US and
represents a specified
number of shares in a
foreign company. ”
is worth more.
Conversely, if the Euro weakens, the
investor’s return goes down. Also, the inves
tor should take into consideration the infla
tion as an extension of the foreign currency
risk. Inflation is the rate at which the level of
prices for goods and services is rising and, as
a consequence, purchasing power is falling.
The Currency of a country with high inflation
becomes less and less valuable each day.
Keeping this in mind, ADRs can be great
addition to any portfolio because diversifica
tion does not stop at just investing in different
types of stocks or bonds.
By investing in different foreign com
panies, the investor has the opportunity to
capitalize on emerging economies - hopefully
leading to more money in his or her pocket.

CO U R SES
CONTINUED FROM R 4

ister. While everyone has their first choice,
you should have a few backup courses that
will fill graduation requirements if your first
requirements aren’t an option.
When WESS Won’t Work: Computers may be
advanced, but they aren’t perfect. There are
approximately 13,000 undergraduate stu
dents at this University, many of which could
be registering at the same time as you.
If your computer slows up, or the program
shuts down, take a deep breath, relax and
fry again. If you1give it another shot and still
have no luck, you can call the Registrar’s
office for assistance of you can e-mail the site
coordinator to report a potential problem.
If the server is temporarily down, which
. is most likely done for system updates, don’t
worry th at other students are signing into
the last spot of your required course. The
computer isn’t picking on you; no one can
register. When the server is working again
the same sections th at were available before,
will still be available.
Negotiate: So the class is closed; don’t give
up yet. While the average class is limited
to approximately 28 students, professors
reserve the right to sign you in after his or
her section is closed. If a professor is nice

enough to let you into a course, take it seri
ously. Don’t flake out on attendance or skip
out on homework assignments. They took
a risk letting you into the course and you
should appreciate th at.
Seek Independence: Just because a class isn’t
offered doesn’t necessarily mean you can’t take
it. In some cases, students have the option of
taking an independent study, which means
asking a professor who normally teaches the
course to work with you one-on-one.
If the professor approves the independent
study, remember that they’re doing you a
favor. Their time is valuable too, so you should
respect them enough to do the work and show
up to arranged meetings.
If you follow these tips while scheduling
your own classes, remember th at nothing is
ever guaranteed. Classes get cancelled and
professors swap sections. Just smile and look
at the unexpected change as a challenge. Who
knows, you might find a mentor in the profes
sor you were attem pting to avoid.
Or you could discover how relaxing life can
be with one less course. Whatever the case,
ju st know th at a few years from now a hellish
schedule or a terrible teacher won’t m atter
nearly as much as what you make of it.
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Life is calling.
H ow far will you go?

TUITION
CONTINUED FROM P 5

“Even if tuition rates
were frozen, a college
education simply would
be out of reach for
low-income and most
middle-income families.”
A m y Gutm ann
University o f Pennsylvania President

more expensive, too: $6,280 in Pennsylvania
and $2,920 in New Jersey.
Donald E. Heller, senior research associ
ate at the Center for the Study of Higher
Education at Pennsylvania State University,
said the region’s higher public-college rates
stemmed partly from the abundance of pri
vate colleges and universities.
“They have always been there, so the atti
tude of the legislators in the East has been:
‘We don’t have to fund as generously as other
parts of the country because there are other
alternatives,” he said, with regards to many
private colleges.
He noted th at last year Penn State
eclipsed the University of Vermont as the
most expensive public, four-year institution
in the country. The typical in-state fresh
man is paying $11,266 in tuition and fees to
attend Penn State this year.
Officials at the College Board, a New
York-based nonprofit th at oversees the SATs,
noted th at the largest tuition increases at
public colleges and universities occur diming

periods when state aid does not increase or is
cut.
Gutmann said the recent trend among
colleges to offer more m erit grants to top stu
dents is widening the gap between wealthy
and low-income students.
“Even if tuition rates were frozen, a col
lege education simply would be out of reach
for low-income and most middle-income fam
ilies ... were it not for need-based financial
aid,” she said. .
She is urging flagship public universi
ties and Ivy League colleges to tu rn away
from merit grants and expand the aid for
low-income and middle-income students.
Gutmann said Penn awards grants based
only on family income.
“If we want to be increasingly competitive
as a society, we have to give the educational
opportunities to our best and brightest stu
dents,” she said. “It makes good competitive
sense, as well as being on the side of jus
tice.”
Although Penn’s . tuition has increased
28 percent since the 2000-01 academic year,
the university has increased its need-based
financial aid by 55 percent over the same
period.
William Schilling, Penn’s senior director
of financial aid, said the amount of needbased aid distributed by the university grew
from $51.4 million to $79.8 million in the
five-year period. He said Gutmann has con
centrated her fund-raising efforts on expand
ing need-based aid.
Tuition and fees at Penn total $32,364, a
5 percent increase over last year. Schilling
said 3,950 undergraduates are receiving
need-based grants from Penn. The average
grant is $20,340 this year.

Peace Corps will be on campus November 9.
Com e learn more and meet Peace Corps
recruiter and former volunteer, Tony Greep.

G e n e ra l In fo rm atio n M e e tin g
W ednesday, N ovem ber 9
M orehead Hall
R oom 334
3:30pm - 4:30pm
Peace C orps volunteers work in 72 countries
around the world. To date, 112 Montclair
graduates have served in the Peace Corps.
w ww .peacecorps.gov
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Save $ 1 0 0 on a P rin ce to n R eview
H y p erlea rn in g L S A T C o u rs e !
* Convenient Schedules * Personal Coaching Sessions
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Specialized Instructors

Enroll, before midnight on
November 21st, in any
Hyperlearning course to prepare
for the February LSAT and receive
a $100 discount!
Local classes are starting soon.
Call today fo r details and to reserve a seat.
(800) 2-REVIEW | ww w.PrincetoitReview .com

See,Grandma? It says cat!

is seeking
a person who is plugged in to
the Montclair State University
community to serve as
seeking persons to join the
collective.
For more
information,
set your
communicator

We take our sight for granted...unuiit'sgoing,ifglasses
or surgery are not enough, there is still hope. To locate an eye doctor specializing
in low vision, o r for more information on living independently w ith low vision,
call (800) 455-8006 o r visit wwwxheckyearly.com/lowvision.
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Class One Concerts Crown Queen of Hip Hop Freestyle
Jessica Havery
A rts & Entertainm ent Editor

Hip Hop is more than a m usk category;
it’s the ultim ate streetlife soundtrack and the
perfect definition of a person’s unconditional
love of music. Hip Hop fans hear more than
bass vibrations on the speaker box. They
have the ability to form hot verses over beats
th at only they can hear in their heads.
While many people prove their love of Hip
Hop by memorizing the lyrics to Kanye’s lat
est album* eight Montclair State University
students showed off ju st how much Hip Hop
they’ve got running through their veins.
Last week, at a Hip Hop mic battle facili
tated by Class One Concerts, students faced
off for a $200 prize and bragging rights as
the hottest freestyle artist on campus.
The first round in the tournam ent pit
ted Suave A.C. and Pegusus, both current
ly working on separate recording projects,
against each other in an entertaining 90
seconds.
Suave A.C., also known as Andrew Chien,
missed the first half of his journalism course
to show off his emcee skills. After a rocky
start (he wasn’t ready when the DJ dropped
the beat), Suave A.C. laid a few decent lines
on Pegusus and said, “I am numero uno ...
this guy should be plannin’ his funeral,” ref-

fering to his opponent.
Though Suave A.C.’s
willingness to miss class
proves how im portant Hip
Hop is to him, his heart
outweighed his skill; he
simply wasn’t good enough
to make it past the first
round.,
Next to perform were
Meeklo and Justine, the
la tte r being thé only
female signed up to com
pete in the battle.
Although Meeklo came
up with a few good verses,
he pulled a predictable
move by making his oppo
nent’s gender the subject
of everything he said. Had
he been truly talented, he
Jessica Havery I The Montclarion
would have attacked some
Justine proves she’s MSU’s queen of freestyle at Class
thing with a little more One Concert Hip Hop M ic Battle.
substance, rath er th an
The third battle featured J. Flo and
something so obvious.
Not allowing his comments to interfere Kontajus, who is currently working on
with her performance, Justine had no problem his sophomore album. The 3-round,
facing Meeklo head-on to tell him, “The whole 90-second faceoff was easily the most
damn campus knows I’m the bomb.” She was tense of the evening.
Kontajus took the stage and admit
right.
The audience saw through his lame, gen ted th at freestyling isn’t something he
der-bashing lines, which m ust have made him
SEE ‘HIP HOP' ON P. 12
feel pretty stupid to lose to a girl.

Money Falls Short In Box Office
Director’s Third Debut Fails to Impress Critics
Ben Faresich
S ta ff Writer

—

TW o fo r T h e M o n e y

Dir D1Carus i
StarringMatthew
McCortaughyand
Robert Demt©
| '
i I;* ligi

ititir k

How do you take an average story and
turn it into an above average movie? S tart
with a creative director and add a heavy dose
of A! Pacino, th at’s how. Two for the Money
follows a fam iliar template th at we’ve seen
before with other sports movies, but the dif
ference here is th at our protagonist doesn’t
get back in the saddle and play his sport, he
ends up selling betting picks for gamblers
instead.
If it doesn’t sound all th at compelling,
and Pacino alone is enough to reel you in, a
little help from Matthew McConaughey, and
the creative eye of director, D.J. Caruso (The
SaltonSea, Taking Lives) will.
courtesy of m ovies.com

“ ... with any other actor
this movie might have
been a total bust, but
Pacino is great as Walter
Abrams.”

Matthew McConaughey (left) plays Brandon Lang, a college graduate who discovers he
has a gift for choosing winning sports picks after his own football career is ended.

whose college football career was ended by
a gruesome knee injury. Unable to earn a
roster spot with any league, Lang settles for
a job doing audio recordings for 900 numbers.
Fate steps in and he has to fill in for a 6ick
employee who handles the sports picks. As it
turns out, when it comes to picking winners,
Lang has a gift. His success grabs the atten
tion of Walter Abrams (A1 Pacino), the owner
Matthew McConaughey ( U-571, Contact) of a New York City-based “sports service.”
The service th at he runs employs people
plays Brandon Lang, a young Las Vegas man

th at can make fairly accurate picks,
and then has a sales team th at ropes
in gamblers and tries to coerce them to
bet as high as possible. If the gambler
wins, the service gets a percentage.
If the gambler loses, the service gets
nothing. He explains th at the service
is completely legal, though it’s never
explained exactly how it worked within
SEE ‘MONEY ON P. 11

B e y o n c é ’s
B u lg e: B ab y
o r Fried
C h ic k e n ?

courtesy of google.com

Jessica Suico
A ssista n t A rts & Entertainm ent Editor

Rumors about Beyonce being preg
nant have been swirling around for a
while. When her already curvaceous
figure suddenly becomes a little more
“generous” people ‘aren’t thinking she’s
been enjoying one too many wings at
Popeye’s, her favorite eatery. The spec
ulation is immediately th at she has got
to be pregnant with her long time beau
Jay-Z’s, baby.
An eavesdropper who can’t seem to
keep to him self reportedly heard Ms.
Knowles confirm th at she was indeed
pregnant and decided to alert every
media source in the country, including
the New York Daily News.
Unfortunately for the eavesdropper,
another eyewitness has said th at “I def
initely saw her drinking champagne,”
alluding to the fact th at she might not
be pregnant. ’But sparkling apple cider
does tend to look like champagne in
a champagne flute, so Beyonce might
just be trying to fool everyone like it’s a
game.
All people have been talking about
lately is how they’re seeing the tell-tale
“bulge” on Beyonce and it’s even becom
ing lunch time conversation for those
who would rather talk about celebrities
than things th at really do matter.
The real speculation th at everyone
should be thinking about is why such
a beautiful woman like Beyonce would
ever sleep with a man such as JayZ. His success is quite a tum -on, so
is being the CEO of his own record
label, fashion line and now a co-owner
of the New Jersey Nets. With money
and power like that, anyone would be
tempted to spend some “quality time”
withJay-Z. But look at him. Ju st look
at him. That should be reason enough
for people to ask, “Why?”
"If Beyonce is indeed pregnant, can
anyone imagine how their child would
look? Would it get its mother’s looks, or
its father’s? If I were the two of them, I
would pray th at their child takes after
its mother in looks and after it’s father
in entrepreneurial skills. If it’s the
opposite then we’ll hope they are all a
very happy family th at loves each other,
despite their looks.
Beyonce has denied all tru th to any
claims th at she is pregnant. A concise
“This is not true,” is all she has to say
about the matter. Only time will tell
when, and if, th at “bulge” gets bigger,
the general public will know the truth.
But whether it is a baby or fried chicken
th at makes her stomach grow, Beyonce
has made it as this week’s Entertainer
of the Week.

ENTERTAINER OF THE WEEK: BEYONCE

Sole Female Slaughters At Mic Battle
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Revenge Comes Baked In Sw eeney Todd
Broadway Legends Have Bloody Good Fun in ‘Todd’ Revival
Peter Schaus
A ssistan t A rts & Entertainm ent Editor

The New York theater community has
been under scrutiny in recent years for pro
ducing works th at lack inventiveness and
artistic integrity. Famed Broadway song
w riter Michael John LaChuisa even made
the bold proclamation in Opera News that
“the American musical is dead.”
Rather than taking a risk on ground
breaking new pieces, Broadway producers
have instead chosen to bankroll prepackaged
nostalgia in the form of unimaginative reviv
als of proven hits (Fiddler on the Roof, The
Odd Couple) and song cycles of non-theatrical
pop musicians (Mamma Mia!, Movin’ Out).
In an attem pt to buck the trend, the new
revival of Stephen Sondheim’s 1979 black
comic operetta Sweeney Todd jumps to the
other end of the spectrum and produces a
piece th at’s more Marat/Sade than Sweet
Charity. Like Marat/Sade, director John
Doyle’s interpretation of the source m aterial
places it entirely in an insane asylum where
the patients and orderlies perform the tale of
Sweeney Todd.
Even though $100 seems unreasonable for
the price of a theatre ticket, audiences are
all too happy to shell it out if it means a cut
above the average in term s of quality. With
the exception of the talented cast, the only
thing th at separates the Broadway produc
tion of Sweeney Todd from th at of the public
high school spring musical version is the lack
of pimple-faced teenagers selling RC Cola in
the lobby.

courtesy of sweeneytoddonbroadway.com

Sweeney Todd gives an unsuspecting patron
one of his infamously close shaves.

njive your
regards to
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E n te r ta in m e n t

s e e k s w r ite r s fo r
liv e p e r f o r m a n c e s

■ In te r e s te d ? ? ?
C o n t a c t ’l e s s a t
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There is only one set throughout the run
ning time of the play and the only costumes
and props to speak of are generic item s that
are used to suggest rather than convey. Even
though the original production employed
a large ensemble cast and an even larger
orchestra, Doyle’s Todd cast consists of ten
people who not only have to sing the incred
ibly challenging score but also accompany
themselves orchestrally.
Throughout the show, the audience often
find themselves shifting their attention from
the action of the play to two-time Tony award
winning P atti LuPone racing across the
stage to h it the triangle, perform a tuba solo
and finish all this in time to sing her second
act aria.
The audience would be all too forgiving at
the lack of bang for their buck if the “mini
malism” Doyle implored suggested something

“The only thing that
separates the Broadway
production of Sweeney
Todd from that of the
public high school spring
musical version is the
lack of pimple-faced
teenagers selling RC Cola
in the lobby”
of substance, but it doesn’t. His concept,
while interesting in theory, is deeply flawed.
The only time th at the setting of the insane
asylum is addressed is during the more vio
lent sequences when the orderlies begin to
circle the patients in case any of them try to
make the sequences more authentic.
While Doyle and the production staff
should be commended for taking the risks
th at so many of their colleagues have chosen
to avoid, they would have had better success
with a more loyal adaptation of the piece.
Sweeney Todd has often been proclaimed
as legendary composer Stephen Sondheim’s
greatest masterpiece and it has the strength
to hold its own.
The show is complex enough th at by add
ing the insane asylum subtext and canning it
in the small, single set, the finished product
comes off muddled and suffocated. It feels
like Doyle has been given a Rolls Royce and
treated it like an ’82 Pinto.
While trying to keep up with the fastpaced delivery of exposition and plot-points,
the audience is forced to remember th at not
only are they watching the tale of the demon
barber of Fleet Street but also th at’s it’s being
performed by crazies trying to express their
violent impulses artistically.
There are only two actors who are able
to successfully express the duality of the
concept. Donna Lynne Champlin shifts from
patient to the character of Pirelli with such
conviction and authenticity th at you believe
she m ust be the requisite Sybil of the asylum.
Manoel Felciano spends the entire produc
tion with such a chilling look of malevolence
in his eyes th at you almost feel relieved the
orderlies are standing by in case he makes
any sudden moves.
Both leads seem to have abandoned any
attem pts at duality with their performances,
but the shift of their attention to their pri
m ary characters is a great effect. Though
a bit young for the role, Michael Cerveris
fully embodies Sweeney Todd, an embittered
barber who chooses to avenge his wife’s death

courtesy of sweeneytoddonbroadway.com

M rs. Lovett (LuPone) runs a bakery that would appeal more to survivors of the Donner
Party than to Victorian-era city dwellers.

by providing the clientele with the “closest
shave they’ll ever have.”
Despite the heinously violent approach
he takes to his chosen craft, Cerveris has
created a fascinating and surprisingly sympathetic central character bolstered by the
strength of Sondheim’s score and Hugh
Wheeler’s book.
In her portrayal of the opportunistic Mrs.
Lovett, who uses the fruits of Todd’s labor
to cook her very unique meat pies, P atti
LuPone successfully downplays her tradem ark vibrato while still proving her status
as a Broadway legend.
Unfortunately, the talented cast and

wonderful source m aterial are burdened by
a lackluster production. However, it’s still
Sweeney Todd and any performance of the
show, regardless of quality, still exceeds the
trivial fluff it competes for attention with on
the Great White Way.
Sweeney Todd still provides an evening
of riveting theater for anyone who chooses
to see it However, one can only imagine the
potential this production could have had had
it been placed in more capable hands.
Sweeney Todd is currently playing at
the Eugene O’Neill Theatre on W. 49th St.
in M anhattan and tickets can be purchased
through Téléchargé.
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the bonds of legality. That kind of bothered
me a bit.
For Abrams, hiring Lang is like sign
ing the guaranteed rookie of the year. He
molds Lang into a sports picker as well as
a salesman, even giving him an alter-ego,
John Anthony. Of course Brandon Lang and
John Anthony wind up becoming something
of a Jekyll and Hyde, but not to the extent
th at it gets corny. And as Lang’s success
increases, Walter begins to succumb to his
own demons.
He has a knack for pushing away those
who care for him and creates a rift between he
and his wife, Toni (Rene Russo). Eventually,
Lang’s luck begirik-totura, but you probably
didn’t need me to tellydu-ihat. W hat keeps

”

—

...— —

... ... —

_________________

CONTINUED FROM R 9

things interesting is how the three handle
this change of luck, and how they handle
each other.
At the beginning, Two for the Money
states th at it is “inspired by a true story,”
which really doesn’t mean much. Basically,
th at tells you th at something, sort of like
this, kind of happened.
I mention this mainly because I felt like it
was thrown in there as an attem pt to down
play the lack of believahility in the story. Not
th at it’s completely unbelievable, but the way
th at Brandon’s luck goes is something th at
could only happen in the movies.
There are also a few smaller parts that
seem a little awkward, such as the situation
with the blond played by Jaime King. But

Al Pacino plays Walter Abrams, the owner of a New York City-based “ sports service” that
assists sports fanatics in placing winning bets.

courtesy \>f movies.com

Walter Abrams (Pacino) transformed Brandon Lang (McConaughey) from an uneducated
country boy to a cut-throat big city bet advisor.

while the story stretches the limits of believability, the characters and the" actors are
able to keep you involved. They are the main
focus of the movie, rather than the back
ground story which is fairly predictable. It
becomes interesting to learn about Brandon,
Walter and Toni, to see how they change and
respond to the situations presented to them.
Pacino rarely puts on à poor performance,
and this is no exception. In fact, with any
other actor this movie might have been a
total bust, but Pacino is great as Walter
Abrams. Matthew McConaughey does a
fair job of portraying the country boy who
becomes educated in the ways of the big city.
D.J. Caruso is someone I’ve had my eye on

ever since his first feature film in 2002, The
Salton Sea. That was another film th at kind
of stretched reality a bit, but the story was
so creative and compelling it simply made for
good cinema.
Unfortunately, Two for the Money
doesn’t match his feature debut on any level.
However, he is able to utilize some of his
talents to make it visually appealing, par
ticularly with his use of fighting.
While the film is slightly disappointing,
Caruso and his cast are able to bring forth
a decent, character-driven drama. It’s not
a masterpiece, but it’s not going to give you
th at feeling th at you'just wasted two hours of
your fife either.
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HIP HOP
CONTINUED FROM R 1 3

th at the outcome of the contest
and prize money depended on
90 seconds.
J. Flo followed in Meeklo’s
steps and pulled out all the
stops on a wide range offemale
jokes, including, “I won’t go at
you hard. I’ll take it easy since
you’re wearin’ high heels.”
Once again, Justine, took it
like a champ and received a
great deal of love from the
audience after lines like, “You
could never touch my hiney ...
Jessica Havery I The Montclarion
dude, you’re grimey.”
Kontajus, who isn’t scared of in-your-face freestyle bat
That line won it for Justine;
tles, took on J. Flo.
however, before crowning her
does on a regular basis, which opened up a the queen of freestyle, the D.J. introduced
whole array of insults from his opponent.
Kosha Dillz, an individual act invited by
J. Flo attacked his confession saying, “this Class One Concerts.
guy sounds rehearsed... like a 9-second LP,”
I feel like I have to mention Dillz, since
but Kontajus’ response, “I need to write some he was supposed to be the main stage perfor
new shit, knowing I’m only as good as my mance for the battle, but the act itself wasn’t
last hit,” was my favorite line of Kontajus’
performance.
The close, face-to-face contact and the
depth of each artist’s insults made the D.J.
a little nervous and he reminded the two
men to keep their cool. The two performers
brushed off the warning and ensured the
D.J. th at the tention felt during the perfor
mance was all “love and fun.”
Both men came up with some hot rhymes
but in the end the audience proved J. Flo
right when he said, “Takin* out this emcee
is not a task for me,” and Kontajus was sent
home.
J. Flo entered into the final stretch of
the competition to battle Justine for the last Students crowd the stage to watch as Justine
time. Each artist gave it their all, knowing week’s hip hop battle.

M o v ie R e le a se s

worth the paragraph I’m typing right now.
Thirty seconds into his first verse, the
crowd dispersed, as if an intermission had
been called, leaving only a handful of people
to listen to the performance. When he noticed
people beginning to leave the event, Dillz got
frustrated and told students, “I’m the center
of this event. Come hear what a real emcee
sounds like.”
Students apparently didn’t agree with
Dillz and continued to leave or talk amongst
themselves anyhow. Once the Rutgers visitor
completed his act, MSU students filed back
into the ballrooms to hear the announcement
th at Justine was th at night’s winner.
Not counting Kosha Dillz’s performance
and the fact th at the event started more than
an hour late, the night was fairly successful.
Now th at the campus knows who the real
freestyle queen is, perhaps some of the guys
in th at night’s competition will work on some
m aterial th at includes something a little
more advanced than gender-based insults.
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Rocky Serves Up Tricks And Treats
Players Presentation Satisfies Thrill-Seekers
W illiam King
S ta ff W rite r

R o c k y H o r r o r P ic tu r e S h o w

K ....

■

Presented by Players Org,
Oir. Jeremy Siagle

*5»

m

This past weekend, the Montclair State
University Players Theater celebrated
Halloween with the annual presentation of
The Rocky Horror Picture Show once again.
In The Rocky Horror Picture Show, Brad and
Janet, a m arried couple, become stranded on
a deserted road on their way home from a
friend’s wedding. While looking for shelter,
the couple stumbled across “the light in
the dark,” a castle owned by transexual Dr.
Frank N. F urter and his subjects.
Through the course of the movie, Brad
and Janet are taken on a crazy and weird
sexual adventure.
Those expecting Players to simply show
the legendary movie starring then unknowns
Susan Sarandon and Tim Curry were very
surprised at the night ahead of them.
This presentation, directed by MSU polit
ical science major, Jeremy Slagle, who has
directed this show for the past three years,
has actors re-enacting every scene while the
movie is being shown on the screen right
behind them.
In addition to the actors reenacting the

Nastassia Davis Im e Montclanon
Leather garments and fishnet tights made the transies pre-show performance o f ' ‘Don’t Cha,” by The Pussycat Dolls a real treat for both
die-hard Rocky followers and students who had never seen the show.

scenes, they add in some sensual character them more interesting and naughty.
blockings along w ith their movements, while
With presenting Rocky Horror every year,
the audience says call lines to change the the movie stays the same, but the actors and
words in the script of the movie to make the pre-show are different. The presentation
this year was very toned down compared to
its highly overt performances last year. I do
know th at Rocky Horror is a no-holds barred
show, but the entertainm ent and consistency
was much better this year than last.
The pre-show, set to the h it song “Don’t
Cha,” by The Pussycat Dolls, was the best
pre-show I have seen in the past three years.
The dancers were in step, on point and the
dance was a simple routine and not very over
the top.
J a p a n e s e S te a k flo u s e
This year, Paul Salomine, as Brad, and
Catherine Tuma, as Janet, stepped into their
characters. Each actor did good job of recre
ating the performances of Barry Bostwick
and Susan Sarandon.
Michael Hellengers stepped into the role
of the salacious transvestite, Dr. Frank N.
Furter, and it was interesting to see his
interpretation of Dr. Frank N. Furter.
s
O ther standout performances include
William Robinson who played Riff-Raff and
completely transform ed the character to
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make him more of a modern gothic ghoul
than the character was originally portrayed,
very ghostly and near death.
Well-utilizing her personal talents as a
professional dancer and performer, Jenny
Dekacs plays the role of Columbia for her sec
ond consecutive year. Erick Yanez as Rocky
and Stephanie Brennan as the criminologist
both do wonderful jobs in their respective
roles.
My only concern about the presentation
of Rocky Horror this year was some of the
audience members th at came to see the show.
The show was very strong in sexual content,
but some patrons have to remember th at the
performers are on stage to perform. When
the actors try to engage the audience the
spectators shouldn’t try to take advantage of
them.
Rocky Horror is a show partly based on
audience participation, but some audience
members should respect the performers and
not make them feel uncomfortable while they
are performing.
'Overall, Rocky Horror was toned down
this year and was a good show, even with its
tamed approach.
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Prior to the start of any traditional Rocky performance, any student who hasn’t seen a live
performance of the show is subjected to public humiliation and sexual harassment.
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€ B uffab W ings
Sewed with celery and bleu cheese.
Six-4.25 Twelve - 6.95 Eighteen - 9.75
50 Piece Tray - 25.00 100 Piece Tray - 45.00

STARTERS&SOUPS
%The Best French Fries - 2.75
With cheese - 3.25

Chicken Fingers

Potato Skins -5.95

Five all white meat chicken fin^rs
with honey mustard sauce - 6.25

Jalapeno Poppers - 4.95
Jumbo Battered Onion Rings - 3.25

M ucho Nochos

M ozzarelb Sticks - 4.50

Crispy tortilla chips covered with chili, cheese,
diced tomatoes, jalapenos and onions - 5.95

Hummus W ith Pita Points - 3.75

Chicken Q uesodilbs

Baba ganoush W ith Pita Points - 425

fire roasted chicken, mozzarella cheese, jaiapeho
peppers ami sauteed mushrooms - 6.50

Fresh Soups Daily
24 oz.- 4.75 16oz.-325

GOURMETSALADS
Caesar Salad

J k tfo d chicfcak to ast; avocado^ .1
““ itOp,Miked Seasonal greens.,' 7 lj§ | .;
Regatar-.3.95 „1 Halfflatten .- 6.95. J ,

OrientalSafad

Regular- 9.9S tlaWPortion - 6.95

___

TIXaysaWeek!
Open For Breakfast
-— free Delivery—

Mesculun Solod
Topped with fresh melon
_ 7 itfa k kenbreast
Regular -§ J 5 !
alf P o rto - 6 # W ^ / V ^

■■P

C allah eadfor speedypickup service.
Phone 973 256-4237 Fax 973 2564218

We accept ail major credit cards!

Crisp romaine lettuce, croutons, tossed
in our special Caesar tossing.
Regular-7.95 Half Portion-5.95

Spinach Salad
Fresh tender spinach leaves, crumbled
bleu cheese, sliced egg, tomato, mushrooms,
marinated artichoke hearts and croutons.
Regular-7.95 Half Portion-5.95

G reek Salad
Crisp romaine lettuce, feta cheese,
" kalamata olives, cucumbers, tomatoes and
stuffed grape leaves tossed in our greek dressing.
Regular - 7.95 Half Portion - 5.95

M ixed Seasonal
Greens House Salad
Regular-5.95 Half Portion-3.95
Charbroiled -Qtidcen Bfeast widtany------of the above salads - 2:00 extra:

Creamy Italian, Raspberry Vinaigrette,

Charbroiled Salmon with any

^tfsaMfS^atafe-TOOex&a7

MOM'SWRAPS&RANINIS

BURGERHJNCH
Our 9 ounce charbroiled burgers are served
on a toasted sesame bun, lettuce, tomato,
cole slaw and pickle included.
Turkey or Veggie Burger also available.
Add fries to any of the below - 2.00

G rilled Veggie W rap

Chicken Souvbki W rap

Loaded with zucchini, mushrooms,
carrots, onions and peppers - 4.75

Metanated grilled chjdoen chuidcs with cfioed tomatoes,
feta cheese ontans and shredded lettuce - 5.95

§ Chicken Caesar W rap

B asic B u rg e r -3.75

Grilled chicken, romaine lettuce and croutons
tossed in our creamy Caesaf dressing - 5.95

Cheeseburger

Cuban Pulled Pork Panini - 5.95

You tell us what kind of cheese - 425

Roast Beef Panini
Hot roast beef with melted American cheese,
onion, lettuce and light mayo - 5.95

G rilled Chicken BLT Panini
Grilled chicken, crisp bacon, lettuce and tomato - 5.95

Bacon B urger - 4.50

HOTDIGGiTYDOGS

Bacon Cheeseburger - 4.95
P iz z a B u rg e r -4.50
C h ili Cheeseburger - 4.95

C a llio r our daily listings —
for Mom's home cooked .j
-“ nwalrandTtessertsr

Fresh mozzarella, roasted
peppers and basil-4.95

SANDWICH
CLASSICS
€ Fresh Roasted Turkey - 5.75

CNCKEN BREAST
SANDWICHES
Marinated and grilled just right
Add French fries to any sandwich - 2.00

BLT
Bacon, lettuce awl tomato - 3.95

C a lifo rn ia C la ssic

Turkey C lu b

Gritted chicken breast with lettuce,
tomato ami avocado - 5.95

With crisp bacon, lean turkey,
lettuce and tomato - 5.95

Roast Beef
Served hot or cold with mayo or gravy - 5.75

Chunky W hite Chicken Salad - 4.95
Tuna S a la d

Charbroiled Texas W ieners.

~ ~ ---------—

KID'SMEALS

Includes French fries, small drink and a cookie 3.75 each.

G rilled Cheese

Chicken Fingers

Hot Dog

4 oz. Burger

SWEETTREATS
1 Mom's Cheesecake - 2.95

BEVERAGES
Fountain Drinks

G rille d C h icke n C lu b

Pound C a ke -1.50

Large -1.75 Medium-1.55 Small-125

Grilled chicken breast lettuce, tomato,
crisp bacon and cheese - 5.95

A pple P ie - 1.50

Coffee o r Tea - i.oo

G rille d Chicken Baguette
With fresh mozzarella and roasted peppers - 5.95

Brownies-1.50
C ookies- 1.50

Solid white tuna - 495

G rille d C h e e se -2.95
With tomato - 325 With bacon - 4.25

Plain-1.95 With Sauerkraut-2.10
With Chifi-225

I t O p e n Faced C h icke n S o u v b k i
Gritted marinated chicken chunks on pita bread.
Served with a side Greek salad - 6.95

Spring W a te r -1.50
Snapple- 1.50

Carrot C a ke -2.95
Soda
Fresh Fruit S a la d -2.95

20 oz. bottle-1.50
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Treasurer P h ilip A c co o e

Editorial Board
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F e a tu re
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Attention, students: how that midterms arehkMI swing, The
Mmtdmon sees it appropriate that your Student Government
A^datimMJun^smi&^asuNl.
Angelo “ ... this year’s SGA has proven to be
Pia, the current administration is halfway through its year-long an ineffective governing body
\
term, andin thewake«¿thelatest bookkeeper'sfiriijg i& «Myjust
that they also come under review. Here are some grades on some
of the key responsihiiites that they were elected to fulfill
managingtechnique that has infuriated several legislators. When I
Dedmemss: 0)-) It took forever to fin: Nicole Williams, the ' runningforPresident, Lilia ranon the platformof“spreadingcom- ' '
SGA bookkeeper from December 20O4'ttSepfeia)ber 2005 Hit munfly around campus,” moving the SGA organizations around
negligence at herjob (which resulted at om point to ov^r $14*000 campus insiemi ofsolely placingthemin the Student Center. Not
in checks not being cashed) andher excessive absenteeismshould cmfy has.||“njcrt been afile to follow timmgh on this pledge, hut
have beeagroupds fortemrinationearly on. However
now isolatingthe executivehoard fromthe rest of theSGA,
until the very beginning of the school year to let her go, meaning undermining their authority and trust.
that there was no full-time business manager runnmg£he SGAat
AeeessíM¡íty:{P)'i^éÁÉ fimdedbyfhe students, apjclaims the outset of tire semester. And now that Michael Todd-Hall has itself as a “students for students” body. However, they remain
been cut, no replacement has been named. It would seem as if dammed-up regarding certain Mandai documents, such as the
there’s a missing halfto this decision.
salary erf the last bookkeeper. It would seem reasonable that
Programming: (B) SGAtuh events, through the mnnerous students have the right to know how modi tirar employees are
organizations, have bem runriing smoothly. Duringfloat ftakling getting paid, being that they fund his salary, but apparently the
might, Homecoming Eve, all four executive board members could SGAdisagrees with this fogki ‘
be found barbequing for students, working the grills to feediheir
Overall: (C-) Sofop this year’s SGAhas proven to be an ineffec-1
constituents. "Certainly former President Jacob V, Hudnut was tire governingbody, unable to make sound (and timely) decisions.
neverfounddoinganythinglike this, andtheydeserveto be lauded Phis, they’ve foiled in.their attempt to bring other organizations I
fortheir involvement onthat night. However, a lackofadvertising together and increase student involvement. Dave Kois, the trea
for events (such as the upcoming Masquerade Ball), especially in j surer of the SGA, Mseasffy been the most effective executive
student publications, threatens to abortidrcuit any SGAhashesoa boardmember, especially since he’s nowmoonlightingas the SGA I
tins campus, As it is, it could be argued that Campus Recreation bookkeeper while Lilia frantically searches for another replace
has provided more entertainment this-year than the BGA,
ment. true*there’s still plenty cf time left for improvement, and
Cbrnpefoace*((§ Lilia has now demanded that all SGA-refeted" the SGAcanstill workontheir“C-”mark. Ofcourse, nexttimewe I
^documents mad flyers mist be approved through him, ¿'imero- won’t be gradingana earn.
!.?v l
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The M ontdarion is a Class One organization of the
Student Government Association, Inc. of Montclair State
University. Published weekly, except during examina
tions, summer and winter sessions, The Montdarion is
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incoming advertising revenue. The views expressed in
the Opinion section, with the exception of the Main
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Supreme Set-Up Orchestrated By Bush
The Nomination of Harriet Miers for The Supreme Court Was Nothing More Than A Smoke Screen
George W. Bush is pulling a rope-a-dope ing th at one of his political advisors believed
on the entire United States through manipu th at it may be a good approach to try having
lative political tactics with respect To the a nominee with no experience.
nomination of Judge
However, this is a contradiction in term s
because, for one, he says th at he has advisors,
and secondly, if his political advisors were
It is common knowl- notable in their profession, then they would
advise against such a bonehead move. After
all, did they not think th at the American
first choice and th at he people would catch on to the fact th at a
Supreme Court Justice’s term is as long as
m
h
w
i
H arriet M iers, Esq. they choose?
KOREN
Miers fit Laima Bush’s
I find it difficult to believe th at those
archetypal
replace- advisors/analysts did not catch on to this
EDITOR
ment of Sandra Day blatantly obvious blunder. Why would the
O’Connor; she has two Senate allow an under-experienced lawyer,
X chromosomes, which seems to have been whose greatest accomplishment was being
the only thing going for her. Miers, who had the president of the Texas Bar Association,
plenty of experience as an attorney-at-law, to be the swing vote of the United States
had absolutely no experience as a judge. judiciary system? It sounds like a distraction
Dubya explained Miers’ nomination by stat to slide in a male nominee.

The media was inundated with commentary
saying th at Sandra Day O’Connor’s replace
ment m ust be a woman; Bush satisfied th at
outcry by nominating Miers. Furthermore,
after Miers’ nomination was refuted, Alito
filled her shoes and Bush was cleared of any
potential accusations of him being sexist; he did
nominate a woman, after all.
It seems th at Bush wanted to appoint this
anti-choice Nazi-esque guy all along, and Miers
was ju st a “shut up” tactic. Bush has positioned
him self to say, “I nominated a woman, you
didn’t like her, so ... next.” And the next guy is
not favorable for women whatsoever.
Alito is against abortion in all possible
scenarios, which can be verified in his 1991
case in Philadelphia, PA when he voted in
favor of required notification of a woman’s hus
band if the woman were to want an abortion.
Ironically, this was overturned by Sandra Day
O’Connor, who said th at this would add unnec-

essary burden to the woman having the
surgery.
«»
Alito is not at all in favor of Roe V.
Wade, which is a piece of legislation that
Bush has been trying to overturn. Miers
has been known to lean left, so it seems as
though she has only fulfilled one prerequi
site for the ideal Judicial nom inee... being
a woman.
■Miers was a decoy because, despite
Bush’s idiocy, she was a woman and she
could quiet the outcries of many feminist
groups without having the experiencethat
could actually grant her credibility in the
court. Alito was always Bush’s, number
one stunner, he ju st couldn’t make it past
the initial criticisms ... rope-a-dope.
Koren Frankfort, an art major, is in
her first year as C h ief Copy Editor for
The M ontdarion.
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Lockouts Due To
Irresponsilbility
RAs
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Cannot B e On C all A ll O f T h e T im e

There are many simple truths in life.
One of these truths, I’ve come to realize, is
th at you can’t always get what you want.
Now we’ve all encoun-.
tered situations where
we have an epiphany
and come to this conclu
sion, but recently I’ve
heard many complaints
out of resident students
th at have yet to learn
this lesson. In the office
JESSICA
of Residence Life, there
HAVERY
are many policies and
ARTS A N D
procedures th at some
EN TER TAIN M EN T
EDITOR
residents may not under
stand or agree with.
. One of these policies, which has recently
received a lot of flak, is the lockout policy
used within the residence halls. For com
muters who are unaware of this procedure,
students who find themselves locked out of
their room or apartm ent are granted access
at specific times, with no exceptions to be
made in between.
The times (8:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 2:00
p.m., 6:00 p.m., 10:00 p.m. and 2:00 a.m.), in
addition to the frequency, have been attacked
by many students who have sadly found
themselves in this situation.
As a resident student myself, I understand
it can be most inconvenient to be locked out of
your room when you’re rushing to class and
forgot a book. I am sure it’s annoying to be
late for work because you’ve left your uniform
in a bedroom th at you don’t have access to.
I think it would be wise for students to
ask themselves why this policy is in place.
College is a time in most people’s lives that
provides a good midway point between home
life and the real world. Hopefully, it is a time
th at teaches young adults to think and act
responsibly.
P art of this new life of responsibility
should include, among other things, knowing
how to balance your nightlife with academ
ics, doing your own laundry and keeping
track of your keys.
Here at Montclair State University, the
Residence Life staff members are not paid to
hold hands. They are a department, here as a
service to the students, and work hard to pro
vide good programming, a solid community
and, yes, privileges such as lockouts. In case
you missed the key word in the last sentence,
it was a privilege.
In the real world, being locked out of
your apartm ent m eans'you either wait for

your parent/roommate/significant other to
get home, or you call the locksmith. For those
th at are lucky enough to have never needed
a locksmith, allow me to tell you about that
process, you wait, wait, and then wait some
more. When the locksmith arrives you have
to pay for the lock replacement and the cost
of labor.
Luckily, as paying residents at MSU, we
are afforded the opportunity to receive a
lockout without the additional cost of a lock
smith. The process may still require a wait,
since Residence Life officials have other busi
ness to tend to, but students are fortunate to
have th at luxury.
For those that still feel they should be
given 24/7 assistance simply because they
know there’s a Resident A ssistant on staff for
emergency purposes, think about this issue
from their perspective. Résident Assistants
are students too. They’re students who have
homework and jobs like any other student,
and because of the added responsibility of
being your Resident Assistant, they get less
sleep than most.
If campus residents had their way,
Resident Assistants would be called to com
plete lockouts multiple times throughout the
night, which would be unfair to ask of any
student th at may have an 8:00 a.m. class or
ah im portant exam the following day.
By setting up a lockout system th at
requires a student to wait before accessing
his or her room, Residence Life is taking
care of their employees by protecting ,their
right to academic success and attem pting to
instill some level of responsibility into their
residents.
I suggest each resident familiarize them
selves with the designated lockout times.
The next time you’re in a bar at 1:00 a.m.,
knowing you’ve left your keys in the room,
get back to campus for the 2:00 a.m. lockout.
If you don’t feel like putting, down the beer,
accept the fact th at you’ll have to wait until
8:00 a.m.
Either way, the next time you’re locked
out, be thankful you won’t have to pay a
locksmith, rather than giving a staff member
a hard time for being unwilling to sacrifice
sleep to play the role of mother. In the mean
time, get a hook to hang your keys on by
the door; they’re easier to keep track of that
way.
Jessica Havery, an English major, is in her first
year as the A rts and Entertainm ent Editor for
The Montclarion.
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Regrettable Fire Response
M SU R esponse To Alarms Insufficient In Protecting Students From Risk
Seton Hall’s Boland H all was built in
the 1950’s and houses approximately 700
residents. Between Sept., 2000 and Jan.,
2000, eighteen false fire
alarm activations were
reported in the build
ing. Boland m irrors
many other residential
halls in New Jersey, at
least until the morning
of Jan. 19, 2000.
On th at day, a fire rav
BRIAN
aged through Boland,
GATENS
killing three students
ASSISTANT
and injuring over fifty.
OPIN ION EDITOR
------- :------------- In the afterm ath, many
lessons were learned by colleges and univer
sities statewide. Sprinklers were installed
in dorm rooms, for example. However,
Montclair State University has allowed a
gaping hole to exist in its fire protection mea
sures. Fire department units are being pur
posely delayed in responding to on-campus
emergencies. It’s not too much of a stretch
to believe th at the Seton Hall tragedy could
occur here a t MSU.
Residents are often reminded by fire safe
ty officials th at every fire alarm should be
treated as the real thing. Since fire doubles
in size in as little as 30 seconds, it is vital to
take immediate precautions to ensure the
safety of all. However, MSU is evidently not
heeding its own warnings.
It is the current policy of MSU to have
campus police investigate most fire alarm
activations prior to a local fire department
notification. Specifically, according to fire
safety officials, MSU Police have 90 seconds
to investigate an alarm from the time the
alarm is received at the central station.
Since alarm s are not received spontaneously,
there could be quite a delay before a police
officer arrives at the scene; certainly more
than 90 seconds.
While MSU police officers are undoubt
edly excellent at what they do, they do not.
have the equipment or training to fight
fires or perform advanced lifesaving tech
niques at the scene of a fire. To do so would
require the response of either the Little Falls
or Montclair Township Fire Departments,
and requesting the said departm ents would
result in numerous time delays due to notifi
cation, actual response and other procedural
causes.
The bottom line is th at if a first-response
MSU police officer radios in a serious situ
ation, Fire Department units would arrive
several minutes later than they should have.
In a fire, these minutes are vital and can
mean the difference between life and death.
Are most fire alarm s false? Certainly.
As a firefighter in the borough of Paramus, I
have responded to far more false activations
than real emergencies. I have also been to
emergencies initially reported as a routine
fire alarm activation th at turned out to be
three-alarm blazes.
Ultimately, fire alarm s are to be respect
ed for what they are: early notification of an
emergency situation. Delaying the response
of trained personnel defeats the purpose of
this valuable early notification.
MSU Fire Safety’s outdated website offers
some interesting insight into this issue. The
site still touts a “quick call to the'Local Fire
Departments” for all alarm s. As the website
so eloquently puts it, “it is best to have these
[local fire departments] respond and not be
needed than it is to have them arrive too late
for potential rescue.”
The Montclarion M ailbag Policy
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The website then reminds us th at “each
[fire alarm] call is taken seriously” and th at
“fire alarm s should never be taken lightly.”
Regrettably, MSlPs current policy is rather
drastically different than what is so wisely
presented on the Fire Safety website.
MSU has apparently abandoned this pro
active mindset because, according to MSU
Fire Safety Compliance Coordinator Robert
Ferrara, the Little Falls Fire Department
was concerned with the high call volume
received from the campus of our University.
While this is understandably a burden for
a volunteer departm ent like Little Falls, the
safety of MSU residents should not be jeopar
dized because of this shortcoming. If Little
Falls feels th at they cannot handle the call
volume presented by a site in their coverage
area, other arrangements should be made.
Little Falls’ unwillingness to fully pro
tect the residents of MSU does not give the
University a pass. Other avenues should,

and must, be explored to ensure resident
safety. Since the Township of Montclair has
a 24-hour paid firefighting force, perhaps an
arrangement could be made for th at depart
ment to provide fire protection to the rest of
MSU in addition to the small portion th at is
already in Montclair’s jurisdiction. If such
arrangem ents fail, MSU could form its own
fire departm ent to serve as trained first
responders.
When prompted about th is policy,
Coordinator Ferrara stated th at although
MSU follows all state regulations in regards
to notification procedures, an immediate
Fire Department dispatch would take place
if he had his way. The University should
work hard to see to it th at Ferrara does,
indeed, have his way.
Brian Gatens, a p olitical science major, is in
his first year as A ssistan t Opinion Editor for
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• A ll letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words w ill n o t be considered for publication. • Once
received, letters are property of The M ontclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters w ill not be printed unless they include the author's
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State University, 113 Student Center Annex, U pper Montclair, NJ 07043.
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Child Care Wanted
Babysitter flexible schedule, about
8 hour per week. 2 girls, ages 4 and
10. Refs, own transportation. Near
MSU. Com petitive hourly rate. Call
(973) 239-0131.

* Positions Available Immediately *
♦
for Maq Scientists.
★
J

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

November 3 , 2005

^

★ M ad Science o f N o rth Central N ew .Jersey ♦
J is currently lo o k in g fo r students to w ork *
* 1 -4 hours a week teaching science classes *

Looking for warm, loving, part-time
babysitter for my 14-month-old son.
2 afternoons a week plus occasional
weekend evenings. Must have own
transportation and provide refer
ences. (973)509-9128.

* t o kids- Excellent p a y-in clu d in g tra in in g !! J

P<? Vftur
♦ L o v e W o rk in g w ith children/
♦ H a v e fo il-tim e access to a car/
♦ H a v e an o u tg o in g personality?
i f y o u answered yes t o these Questions,
give us a a l l at C973) 2 4 4-1 8 8 0

M ontclair fam ily seeking responsible
college student to drive 13 y/o girl
to/from lesson 3 days/wk (mon/tues/
wed) 3:30 - 6:30 P.M. Cali Karen
(973) 746-3956.
.

and set up an interview.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦★ ♦♦♦★ ★ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦★

Student

Jl

$*f

Five or more
sunburns

Sitters

double your risk

$10 per Hour
or M O RE!

of developing
skin cancer.

Need extra cash?
R e g is te r F R E E
fo r jo b s n e a r
c a m p u s or h o m e .

student~sitters.com

Babysitter needed. Nice M ontclair
fam ily; 2:30 - 7:30 P.M. M - F (some
flexibility); car necessary; $12.00/
hour. (973) 509-7154.

fAAD!
Protect your skin.

Sitter needed; must have car! We
are looking fo r a competent, fun,
interesting kid sitter for our two
children: ages 8 and 5. Hours would
be 3 P.M. until 7:30 P.M. Need to
take kids to after-school activities,
deal with homework and cook light
dinner. We are flexible - email us
esdavies@rcn.com, or call (973) 7463656.

Babysitter wanted for 2 kids - 9 and
4-years-old - Mon, Tues, and Wed
2:30 - 7 P.M. Must have car. No
smokers. Kristin (973) 655-990.

After school child care. M - F 2:45
- 6:30 P.M. Glen Ridge: girl - 13, boy
-11. Pick up from school, supervise
homework, play sports, must drive.
$12/hour. Call (973) 220-0256.

M ontclair fam ily seeks energetic
babysitter for 16-month and 4-yearold. Fri and/or Sat nights. Call (973)
495-8500.

Looking for awesome fem ale stu
dent to transport and watch 2 great
kids, ages 9 and 12 after school.
Car is provided. 2 - 3 days a week.
Please contact Betty at (917) 8809240.

Childcare 5 minutes from campus:
easy going 8-year-old; 2:30 - 5:30ish,
4 - 5 weekdays. Must have reliable
car. Study tim e most days. $8 - 9/hr
(DOE). (973) 385-6007; (973) 5092253.

Seeking babysitter for one-month
old in West Orange. Wednesday eve
nings beginning on November 16.
Holidays off. Experience required.
References and background check.
Call (73) 325-9692.

www.aad.org • 888.462.DERM

Caregiver needed for disabled child
in Bloom field, NJ. Seeking student
to work part-time with 9-year-old
girl with m ultiple disabilities. Stu
dent w ith interest in special educa
tion preferred. Afterschool and
weekend hours. Student must have
own transportation. Please call
Cindy at (973) 338-4428.

Babysitter needed to occasionally
care for our four-year-old. Close to
campus, $10/hr. Call (973) 746-0214.

Room for rent Montclair: 10 minutes
to 28 bus. Share renovated bath
with one other. Kitchen laundry,
parking privileges, $450/month utili
ties included. Non smoking, female
only. Furnished. Call Lisa (973) 7440291.

Apartm ent to share (Clifton, NJ)
$2058 per month. Call (973) 4732865. Includes back deck. 15 minu
ets from M ontclair State University.

I won’t

Bloom field - Brookdale area, 2nd
floor 4 rooms, 1 bedroom near all
major highways. Very clean $950
plus utilities. (973) 338-7455 avail
able immediately.

Help Wanted

Don’t guess w hether you q ualify for the EITC. Know.
There's a (ot to know about qualifying for the Earned Income Tax

Eats flies. Dates a pig.
Hollywood star.

Credit (EITC). You need to work and earn le ss than $34.692. If you
have children, they must meet three qualifying tests. And that's just

1.800.TAX.1040

to name a few. But the most important thing to know is you can get

II¥ 1 Y O U R D R EAM S

Pass It On.

help figuring it alt out. Visit us. on the web. call t -800-TAX-1040 o r ask
your tax preparer. When it com es to getting help claiming everything

Internal Revenue Service

you honestly deserve, consider it done.

w ww.irs.gov/eitc

Trendy, upscale, restaurant, bar and
lounge is seeking self-motivated
bartenders, servers and hostesses
to join out amazing team of young
professionals, immediate open
ings. Flexible shifts available. Prior
experience preferred. Please include
resume' and recent photo in body of
e-mail jenurakay@yahoo.com.

THE F O U N D A T I O N t i l A B E T T E R L I F E
www.forbetterlife.org

Models women, 18 and older, for
Thursday evening art class. Tasteful
nudity. No experience necessary.
Pay. (973)460-1037.
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The Family Monster by Josh Shalek

<1 S c o r p io
l i i i s i ' (October22 ~ìfe'?g0al»à‘"2Ì)'’ '•-K ’’
Body awareness'and physical
on the rise. After several weeks of social isola
tion or private reflection, many Scorpios may
soon improve their self-image, daily outlook
and public reputation. Group ibvtihwMint will
prove invaluable. Organize uhüsual gatherings
car family events; you won’t be disappointed.

Voo ivwsV teq rq ”V°
Cmpifali?«- orx f k £
"N
I W r e iiiW
'Siqini^cqnt“ S^vx'iT icqnt. c lo q u e • )
c.W g £ .
f r o m 0'
În 'îig m ricq v ït- cW qu^t,
r , sJq\tdvvN'nut’€ — Are
M

-hlW m j q U u t
uH i t
tlo e

fr> S a g it t a r iu s £>
(November 22 - December 20)
Unexpected flirt id mil« m.tv Ihi« week be rr.dclk
unum ing Owr the1next I'ewdavs expect older
rolleafiiif's, m m « « or huSinras profe-Mon- t"
uflt'r owrlv lamiliar commc-nts and mappiupriair invitations Nt v. aJT.-aion», bowever, v. ill bi
quickly forgotten or easily dismissed.

A man, a plan, a monster, Panama: www.joshshalek.com kid_shay@joshsnalek.com

^ C a p ric o rn ^
i Ik r ember 21 -J a n u a n 19 ■
Older relative« or fru-nu« will ixuecl your undi
vided attention over the next five days. Family
denwonr and «.roup ri’lai’iins rn:.v he u '■non«
roncvii:. IF-n, avoid deiiLato wimirroal il:-tu«ion« and w.urh fur meaningfttl change

A q u a r iu s *h
(January liO February 17,
Past iriwids or no«talf ic lux or1- iiiay suou re ap
pear. After Tuesday, unfinished relationships
will require a sin term n> of inter', mn or a t It .u
description of yesterday’s expectations. Refuse
in hi needlessly drawn hack into rhe unpro-

P is c e s

February is - March 19
Financial oiiieitnes. and caiec-r aspn.ti.on.ire now changing Afte r a!uio->l nino u-ar~
of privato «irji'«l*' or im«~ed impart unities a
powvifui wave of ambitum and focus is row
due to arrive.

s** A r ie s pt
jiaR iA * (March 20 -A p ril
Workplace'
ness methods may lx* acrvdy questioned this
week. Older colleagues will ask for revised
guideline»' expect cmnpicted project» to reveal
costly im«takcs. invalid paperwork m purpose
ful misinformation. \
. *•/„*_x* ’i s

T a u ru s
(April 2d - May 20}
**
Insights into the repeated soli.i! patterns of
kw^easgrarf* accurate Early this week, study
quick impressionb and intense: group oxpi-ri-

M G e m in i 1
Over the. next lew days lingering payments,
business delay»; and unnecessary debts will
be steadily resolved, Lcrved ime» offer -unique
forms of support or encouragement. Practical
decisions mav ~non leel effortle«« don’t liesitate to liiscusb controversial ideas
1 1 -'

M C a n c e r *€
*■ * ■
A recent wave of social strain and romantic
disagreement now ends. Many Cancerians will
this week ^ asked to take an added home
responsibilities or plan unique celebrations.
Both are worthwhile and should not be avoided:
expect increased trust between friends and
passionate group discussions to soon be a top
priority.
£¿3

ACROSS
1 Steer flesh

' 5 Liberator _

’m glad you’re having an awesom e time,
Ciem , but at this point, I’m required to
tell you that you’re having a dream .”

Sudoku #3

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Leo

rn V ir g o m

*2005 KîazyOaa.oom

RSI In the blank squares so that each row, each column and each
3-by-3 Mock contain all oi the digits 1 dim 9.
If you use logic you can solve the puzzle without guesswork.

Adder cousins
Countertenor
State gambling
Cogwheel
Pronounce
Indistinctly
Ladd and King
Furthermore
RasTafari
Makonnen
Grown acorn
Old Peruvians
Kenneth or Bart
Aussie Rod
Hanoi holiday
Gull relative
Second spin?
Levin or
Gershwin
Battering device
Benefactors
Manger morsel
Fitting
Luanda’s land
Chip in chips
Holy cow!
Packs away
Beasts of
burden
Pigs’ pads
Garfunke! or
Carney
Avoids
Essence
Out ip front
Appropriate
moment
New thought
“Giant” ranch
name
Clinches
Work for
Parts of
windows
Fires

j)2005TribunoMediaServices,Inc.
Allrightsreserved.

9 “ Upside Down”
singer
Once more
Choices
50
Family men
58
Packed-house
60
letters
61
21 Auditory organ
22 Fathers
62
25 .Make bubbly
63
26 Ohio and
Colorado
64
27 Drinker’s tubes
65
28 Pekoe server
66
29 Forceful cajoler
30 Release
67
31 Turning light
32 Stringed
DOWN
Instruments
1 Uproarious party 33 Poet St. Vincent
2 Jazz giant
Millay
Fitzgerald
36 Go on a tirade
3 Needle case
39 Out bf fashion
4 Friendless
43 Unstable
5 Liquor container 46 Metric square
6 Part in a play
measure
7 Latin & others
48 Hawke of
8 Sicilian tumbler
“Reality Bites”
47
49

(August 22 - September 21)
Close fisbpds-t^vfefetiV^ will this week react
poorly to new social information. Group plans,
rescheduled events or caneeBed esdebrations
may trigger intense discussion. At present,
loved ernes are easily influenced by past disap
pointments: carefully explain all long-term
goaîs mii#éntions.i.
v. ■ • l fgH |gH H -jj
(September 22 - October 22}
Eariy this week, gentle romantic overtures will
demanda sincere display of affection. Someone
dose’ may be unsure of your commitments,
ideas or motives, A quiet, heartfelt respbhbh is
needed, .r
' • ¿ÎpïftT k

18
19
20
23
24
27
30
34
35
36
37

i
(July22 - August 21 !
A new love interest may this week challenge
yesterday’s rules, expectations or v^ltf^G vei'
the next few days, bold flirtations will escalate.
If past romantic obligations are resolved, now
progress proves reyrardmg. If not, complex
social triangles or unusual life, lessons will
quickly demand attention.
v*
'«Ç i

f%L ib ra ift;

10
14
15
16
17

11/ 03/05

Solutions

10
11
12
13

49 Robert and Alan
51 Wyatt of the Old
West
52 Ostrich cousin
53 Penn or Young
54 Actress
Blanche«

55 Costa
,
56 Portent
57
__________up (admit)
58
__________a la
mode
59 Cider-sweet
woman?
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The Editors ’ Picks QB Help Wanted
JOSE

MIKE

M a n a g in g Editor

W hat D o T eam s D o W hen G ood Q uarterbacks G o Bad?

Sports Editor

A tla n ta o v e r M ia m i

M ike Johnson
Sports Editor

A tla n ta o v e r M ia m i

T a m p a B a y o v e r C a ro lin a

¡g a m p a B a y o v e r C a r o lin a

C in c in n a ti o v e r B a l t i m o r e

C in c in n a fc io v e r B a ltim o re

D e tr o it o v e r ^ i i&ffiBo tl ^

D e tr d

J a c k s o n v ille o v e r H o u s to n

J a c k s o n v ille o v e r H o u s to n
\itim Q jflflfand
—

lis i

S a n D iego Q f ^ N i K j | t 8 l g p |

S a a DiQg&f&ter N .Y .g llts

C le v e la n d o v e r T e n l |l |s e e

•
■
C le v e la h ilftv e r T e n n e s s e e

IjllB B t
S e a t t l» v e # iA r i2 ^ iE p ;-

C h ic ag o o v e rJK ew ( Ä a n s

N.Y. G a a ts g i r S an F ran cisco

N.Y. Giaájfá o v e r Ban F m n cisco

m

P it ts b u r g h o v e r G i ^ Ä B a y

B ay

W ash in g to n o v e r P h ^ ^ ^ p ^ S
Monday Night
In d ianapolis o v e r New E n g lan d

pronday Night
Indian ap o lis o v er New E n g lan d

Upset Pick
N ew O rle a n s o v e r C h icag o

Upset Pick
A r iz o n a o v e r S e a ttle

O v e ra ll Record

U p set Pick

O v e ra ll Record

U pset Pick

hi

3 0 -1 2 (.714)

3-0

20-22 (.476)_________

The past ten years have given fans a rea
son to believe th at the quarterback position
is the most im portant of all. Of course they
need to be surrounded by good players, but
let’s be serious for a minute. Tom Brady has
given fans and players more than one reason
to believe th at he was the reason the Patriots
have been so successful.
Michael Vick took a mediocre Falcons
team and made them a contender no m atter
who their opponent was. Ben Roethlisberger
led his team to the AFC championship game
last season as a rookie and lost his first
career regular season sta rt to the Patriots
this season. Donovan McNabb, Daunte
Culpepper, Jake Plummer, Peyton and Eli
Manning and, of course, B rett Favre have all
given their team s reason to believe they are
the one and only true star of the team.
But what happens when good quarter
backs go bad? B etter yet, what happens
when bad quarterbacks get even worse?
The New York Jets have seen their first,
second and fourth string quarterbacks take
the bench in the eight weeks they have
played. Starter, Chad Pennington, is side
lined for the season with a tom rotator
cuff and back-up Jay Fiedler is out with a
sprained rotator cuff, which will have him
out most of the season. We all know the story
of Vinny Testeverde’s comeback, but th at will
have to wait because of an ankle injury.
Daunte Culpepper is the newest member
of the injured QB club. He will be out all of
this season and possibly most of next season
with a tom ACL, MCL and PCL in his right
knee.

Bears quarterback, Rex Grossman, is out
with an ankle injury and his return does not
look probable.
Marc Bulger, who took over for K urt
W arner in 2002 injured his shoulder and
looks doubtful for the next few weeks.
Donovan McNabb has a sports hernia
th at needs to be repaired immediately, but
the QB insists on playing the rest of the
season and having surgery during the off
season. It seems a lot of critics and fans all
disagree with his decision and feel th at he
isn’t playing a t 100 percent and backup QB,
Koy Detmer, could be effective:
Rookie quarterback, Alex Smith, h urt his
knee in San Francisco’s win on Sunday, but
look^probable to play this weekend.
Tampa Bay Buccaneers quarterback,
Brian Griese, is out for the season with the
same type of injury as Daunte Culpepper and
Chris Simms looks like the likely starter, but
they recently signed Tim Rattay from San
Francisco.
Steelers fans are holding their breath
for the second time this season after Ben
Roethlisberger went down with another knee
injury. Again, the doctors say it is nothing
too serious, but he may miss a start.
B rett Farve is not injured, but he might as
well be. His team is 1-6 and they don’t look
like they will be improving any time soon
since they are playing Pittsburgh, Atlanta
and Philadelphia in three out of their next
four games.
So what does a team do when their quar
terbacks are injured or show no signs of tal
ent?
Some wait until the draft and take as
many quarterbacks as they can like the
49ers and some ju st get lucky.

H .S .A - C A R IB S O
B .F.L P ro d u ctio n
mw

Monday, November 14th
Student Center Ballrooms
Doors Open

@

7:30pm, Show tim e @ 8pm sharp

Price: $6 in advance, $8 MSU or $10 non-MSU

■AME R I CA
4vrtow. ma ttrearfteflca.org
. For more information, call (he National Mental Health Association at 1.800,969.NMHA (6642)
Talk to your doctor. Effective treatment is available.

@

the door

starting Oct. 24th!!
ForTicket info Call
G u e rlin e 973.223.5733
Y u ri 973.655.3629

Tickets will be sold in Student
Center rm 123 and at HSA &
Caribso Meetings @ 3p-5p in the
Student Center cafe B and C

www.themontclarion.org
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SPORTS i

A Volleyball Star
Luis Rosales
S ta ff Writer

T h e W hite Sox B ecom e C hicago’s B aseball T eam Again

-

Sophomore, Melissa Ciaccio, is the most
im portant player on the Red Hawk Volleyball
team, yet She only has 11 kills. She is not
team captain, but shows potential to be
captain one day. She is constantly being
watched by her coach.
She is not a defensive player, but the
setter, the most im portant job on the team.
Many people don’t seem to recognize her
contribution when the team gets the point.
Leading the team with 485 assists, her
main job is to make sure she gives the out
side or middle hitter a good volley for them to
make the kill.
This elementary education major from
North Arlington, NJ has been playing volley
ball since she could remember. W hat made
her love the game was the feet th at her father
used to play volleyball. He was the one who
taught her the game.
She wasn’t always the setter; she came
to Montclair with the mind set of being a
defensive player, in her freshm an year. Not
only was she playing defense, but she was
named the Liebero, a title hardly ever given
to freshmen. But first year head coach,
K arin Harvey, tried her out a t the position
and decided she should be the setter from
now on.
When asked how she liked her new posi
tion, she said, “At first I hated the position,
but Fm starting to like it. It’s a learning pro
cess everyday and I feel Fm getting better.”
Although she is adjusting to her new
position she still has a passion for being a
defender one day. She had played defense her
entire high school career.
She was also invited to go to Hawaii, for
a national tournam ent. It was a big honor for
her, especially since she was the only person
from New Jersey selected th at year. As a
junior and a senior she led her team to the
State Finals, sadly losing both times.
She was recruited by coach, Sandy
Sanchez-Lombeyda, to come here and play

M ike Johnson
Sports Editor

courtesy of Montlair.edu

Ciaccio looks forward to a new season
and hopes to improve MSU's volleyball
program.

for The Red Hawks.
Melissa grew really attached to her, so
when she had to resign from her job, Melissa
was disappointed, but she understood why
she had to go.
When asked how she felt this year was
going she said, “I feel it’# an adjustment year.
We have so many new players and a new
coach. We ju st have to do our best.”
This is true, because the Red Hawks only
have one senior on the team , and a bunch
of players with a lot of talent. “I see th at
our team is blending really well together, so
th at’s great.”
With a 8-14 record and a 1-5 record in
the New Jersey Athletic Conference, all that
Melissa wants to do is to finish off the sea
son strong, and prove to other schools that
Montclair isn’t a team they can walk all
over.
She has high hopes for the team’s future,
and sees them becoming one of the elite
team s in the conference in a few years. Only
time will tell on how the team will shape up
to be, but one thing is for sine: Melissa will
be a big part of it.

Flag Football Playoffs
H ead Bangas Edge Goodfellas in Intram ural Flag Football
M ich ael Treanor
■ S ta ff Writer

Javon Pleasant scrambled and connected
with Dorrion Kithrell in the back of the end
zone in the final minute of the second half to
propel his number one seeded Head Bangas
over their division rival the Goodfellas and
into the intram ural men’s flag football semi
finals.
The Goodfellas, led by quarterback Mike
Connolly, had taken the lead earlier in the
second half when Connolly rolled out to his
left, avoided pressure and found teammate
Vinny Bufis in the comer of the end zone
to give his team a 13-7 advantage. Connolly
threw for two scores on the evening while
being picked only once.
Pleasant, one of the Players of the Week,
had 3 TD’s in all, throwing for two and run
ning the other in himself. The Head Bangas
will host the winner of the quarterfinal
match-up between Young Gunz and Team
Blue Tuesday night at 7:00 p.m.
Sunday night also featured what could be
the beginning of a Cinderella story. Team
Blue, who suffered through a 1-4 regular
season, found a spark in the form of Vincent
Garaffe.
The Free Agents, who earned the number
four seed by notching a 3-1 regular season
record, were powerless and couldn’t stop the
quickness displayed by Garaffe in the open
field.
Midway through the second half, Team
Blue quarterback Dave Aubrey, found Garaffe

88 Years Later1...

on the left side of the field for a 15 yard recep
tion. Garaffe proceeded to reverse his field
and motor past the Free Agents’ defense for
a 50 yard score. Garaffe also returned one of
his two interceptions 40 yards to the house to
get his team a 13-6 lead in the first half.
On third down, Aubrey h it seldom used
receiver M att Kosmoski over the middle for
20 yards putting his team in prime position
to get a late TD th at would put them in com
mand. Two plays later, Aubrey scampered in
from five yards out to end the game and the
season of the favored-Free Agents.
The playoffs continued with the second
round tuesday night as Young Gunz, fresh off
their upset win over fifth seeded Pike, hosted
the already mentioned Cinderella story th at
is Team Blue.
Team Tiger, led by quarterback FrankCerza, will do battle with offensive jugger
naut 1990 in what should be the most enter
taining contest of the playoffs thus fer.
All-Madden squares off w ith former
champions, Cool Runnings, in the nightcap
in what should be the continuation of an
already heated rivalry.
Officials and directors voted on the Flag
Football Players of the Week for the season
and here is a list of the winners.
Joe Bonnor (1990), Pedro Hernandez
(Jobstars), Ryan Lamirande (Team Tiger),
Mike Nunez (M uskrat Shems), Chris Ayas
■(Goodfellas), Tim Berdan (Head Bangas),
Javon Pleasant (Head Bangas), K ristine
Hopkins (M aryland) (co-ed), and Robyn
Shandra (Maryland) (co-ed).

A team with as much history as the
Chicago White Sox can usually brag about
all of its accomplishments, but th at is defi
nitely not the case here. Since the team was
moved from St. Paul to Chicago in 1900, the
White Stockings, later nicknamed the Black
Sox, and eventually the White Sox have
accomplished little to boast about and have
become “the second city’s second team.”
Sure, they did play in the first official
American League game on April 22, 1901
and defeated Cleveland. They won the hearts
of most Chicago baseball fans when they
defeated the Cubs in the 1906 World Series.
They even won the World Series again in
1917. Since then, they have not won a playoff
series; until now.
They did make the World Series in 1959;
but the team lost the series to the Dodgers.
Not much happened (besides the Black Sox
scandal in 1919) between their last series win
and then not much has happened between
1959 and
The Jj|
onft
ltd

scoreless innings, making for some of the
most boring baseball ever played. The Sox
averaged only five runs scored per game,
which is good, but was down a bit from last
year’s World Series winner.
In last year’s Red Sox sweep of the
Cardinals, the team s combined to play fewer
innings an(Lal$faough the Cardinals aver
aged o n ^ ^ p ^ ^ ^ B & IK u n e . the Red Sox
scored A S K s in l|K g a m e s which is an
averag&jbftffitamB& ^ r game including an
11-9 v d d B j^ n V K K S .
Baseball faria .i m ^ fe te rs are throwing
around a lot of ed m p ariJS to last year’s Red
Sox
Sox team.
¡upyeg^an eclectic
youi$pgroup ofi t^ p te who sobftehow came
together and
Although
both team s and d q ^ ^ B B ^ e r a t e for a
well-needed c h a m p i^ ^ ^ ^ 9 |^ ra | thing the
fans and w riters a re flp ^ tt^ H lQ ^ t are the
stats. A comparison ofthe two team s seems
like a good one. Both team s were excellent
and were front-runners for most of the sea
son, but when the numbers are broken down,
anyone would see th at the White Sox won
with pitching, while the Red Sox won with
batting.
The White Sox, in ‘05, tied the Cleveland
the-______________

V* The World Series itself showed us almost
no offensive production from either team , but
it did excite the most enthusiastic baseball
’ fans. Those are the fans who will watch a
hardly
Kansas City Royals and Tampa Bay Devil
accomplished the
Jose Contreras, the shaky right hander, Rays game if it’s on ju st because they like the
was acquired from the New York Yankees game. These people who watched got to see
along with Orlando Hernandez and won a history in the making and th at may be the
combined 24 games this season, including a only reason this Fall Classic is ever remem
bered.
career-high 15 for Contreras.
Anybody who actually did watch game
winning 18 games
Jon Garlani
pjkhs for himself. three witnessed the second longest post sea
for the club ,*!
G aidH finished the sea- son game in history and the longest World
Final!
' g the W hite Sox Series game. The longest post season game,
son with
major leagues if you recall, was played not too long ago
one of oi
ire wins. The when the Astros won in 18 innings.
with four pS
Other th an that, there really wasn’t much
his.
other was the Si!
iuch flair to to call your friends and ask “Did you see
As expe
that?” In fact, in years to come, people may
this Wori
be asking each other “Did you see that?” but
The ©stros we:
they may not be saying it With much excite
last 15 innings tlfi
ment. They may have a look of disgust on
a total of 14 runs o v e£ j7 $ 9 l
their faces when they ask, “You really did see
which comes out to
that? You watched it?”
game.
Chicago’s second team has now passed the
tte r with
The White Sox didn’t no mud
their streak of seven scoreless innings that beloved Cubs in World Series victories, broke
was finally broken with a two-out single their Black Sox curse and can now claim th at
by Jerm aine Dye, who was named Most they have done something recently. Maybe
Valuable Player of the World Series, in the the Cubs will strive to break their 97-year
eighth inning of game four. Before th at hit drought next season and break a curse of
by Dye, the two team s combined to go 22 their own.
¿r

courtesy or

The 1919 White Sox, forever known as the Black Sox, tarnished the reputation of the fran
chise for close to 90 years. Eight players were convicted of losing the World Series on pur*
pose in order to win money. This year’s White Sox have restored the name of the team.
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SPORTS

Player of The Week

SPO R TS TRIVIA

QUESTION
C an y o u n a m e th e n in e current MLB te a m s w ith o u t a
W o rld Series ch am pioY ish ip ?

J

UJ

ill *

Match ‘Em
Match the top-five recievers after week 8 with their alma mater

1.

) Steve Smith

Chattanooga

2.

) Santana Moss

3.

) Terrell Owens

Utah
Ohio State

4.) Chad Johnson

Miami (Fla.)

5.) Terry Glenn

Senior ‘jg jT - , •
Hom etow n: Pom pton Plains, NJ

Oregon State

K elly w as nam ed N JAC player o f the w eek
fo r the second consecutive w eek and
scored tw o goals on Saturday in the w in.

ejeis omo - uuai9 Ajjbj. - g ejeis uoßaio - uuosuuqop pei)0 - p
eßooueueijo - sua/wQ ||sjjsi - e ('ey) [tue^ - sso^ eueuiesr- Z MEID - Mliws sabjs - t isjbaasuv

W o m e n 's S o c c e r

M e n 's S o c c e r
NJAC

TCNJ
Rutgers-Camden
Ramapo
Richard Stockton
NJCU
MSU
W illiam Paterson
Rowan
Kean
Rutgers-Newark

7-2
6-2
5-2
5-3
5-4
4-4
3-4
3-5
2-5
0-9

Overall

12-2
14-4
12-3
12-6
16-5
10-7
9-7
9-8
8-8
6-10

NJAC

TCNJ
Rowan
Kean
Richard Stockton
MSU
Rutgers-Camden
Ramapo
W illiam Paterson
Rutgers-Newark
NJCU

9-0
7-1
6-3
5-3
4-2
5-4
2-5
2-6
1-8
0-9

This W e e k

This W e e k

End of Season

End o f Season

Last Week's Results
Round 1 NJAC Tournament:
10/29 - MSU 1, Ramapo 2

Rowan
SUNY Cortland
MSU
Western Conn
Kean
TCNJ
W illiam Paterson

4-0
5-1
4-1
2-3
1-3
1-4
0-5

This W e e k

FRED DEFINÍS
Senior
Hom etow n: W est Orange, NJ

16-0
15-1
1t-6
7?-9
7-8
12-8
8-7
6-12
5-12
5-14

DeFinis had eight tackles and an
interception and helped the Red
Haw ks to th eir fourth straight

RYAW M CCO ACH
Sophomore
Hom etow n: Rockaway, NJ
McCoach scored tw o rushing
touchdow ns in fast Saturday's 2114 w in over TCNJ. .

Last W eek's Results
Round 1 NJAC Tournament:
10/29 - MSU 1, Richard Stockton 1
Lost on PK, 3-2

F ie ld H o c k e y

F o o t b a ll
NJAC

H onorable Mentions

Overall .

Overall

7-0
6-2
5-3
4-4
3-5
3-5
3-5

NJAC

Rowan
MSU
TCNJ
Kean
Ramapo
Richard Stockton
W illiam Paterson

4-0
4-1
4-2
3-3
2-3
2-4
0-6

Overall

14-3
16-1
14-4
12-5
5-9
7-10
5-10

JENNIFER TANIS
Sophom ore H |
pj£Hrietown:Oak Ridge, NJ

M
in
[•1

Tanis was the Red Hawk's only
^ p e rm ^ d scorer in their 3-1 w in
over W ilkes and hellped the team
g eijd teir 16th w in.

ROBYN APICELLI
Senior
Hom etow n: O ceanport, NJ

This W e e k

No game this weekend.
Next game: 11/12® Rowan

Wed @ Rowan 4 p.m.

Last Week's Results
10/29-M S U 21, TCNJ 14

Last W eek's Results
10/29 - MSU 3, W ilkes 1

Apiceift led th e team to their 16th
overall w in and, along w ith Alex
Kelly, Was selected to the NFHCA
Senior All-Star Gam e.

M l

Flag Football Playoffs !

88 Years Later...

PG. 2 2 j

PG. 22
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Red Hawk Teams End Season With Loss
womens soccer no

wTSa^KiáC

M e n ’s Soccer Season C loses A gainst R am apo

Field Hockey Team Fails To Make Tournament

The Montclair State men’s soccer
season came to an end on Saturday
as the Red Hawks were eliminated
from the
[M SU
New Jersey
RAM APO.
2- A t h l e t i c
Conference

The M ontclair S tate field
hockey team ’s bid for its first
NJAC Championship fell short
on Wednesday as the No. 5 Red
Hawks fell at
sixth-ranked
ROW AN
Rowan, 4-2.

Tournam ent
with a 2-1 loss
at third-

the 2003 ECAC Metro title game
and last year’s first-round NJAC
Tournament contest (a 1-0 win by
Montclair a t MSU Soccer Park).
After a scoreless 54 minutes,
the Red Hawks jumped On top as
junior Ryan Morgan scored
his 10th goal of the season.
However, ju st over
a minute later,

s e e de d

W om en’s Soccer
T eam L oses In
O vertim e M atch

Ramapo
College.
It was
the second
time this year
MSU, the No. 6
seed, fell to the
Roadrunners.
Montclai
dropped a 20
decision
M a h w a h
on October
finishes the
10-7-2. The
R a m ap o
losses
to

Ramapo would
answer as Kevin
Bradley knocked
a shot past MSU
goalkeeper Chris
Owen, tying the
game.
T h a t’s
the way it stook
until 12:54 to
play as Bradley con
year at
nected for the gamevictory for
winner, his fourth goal of
also avenged the season.
MSU
in
courtesy of Sports Information

The Montclair State women’s
soccer season drew to a close on
Saturday as the Red Hawks were
ousted from
[M SU
the
NJAC
STOCKTON
1
Tournam ent.
Fifth-seeded
MSU and No.
4 seed Richard Stockton played to
a 1-1 „tie, but it was the Osprey’s
advancing by virtue of penalty
kicks, 3-2.
Jess Amendola scored for the
M ike Johnson
Red Hawks, who finish the year
Sports Editor
at 7-8-4. Rachel Friel had given
Richard Stockton a 1-0 lead at the
1. Alexandria
38:51 m ark and the game would
KeOy (Field
remain scoreless until 8:09 left in
Hockey)
regulation as Amendola collected
Al e x
her fourth goal in her last three
Kelly led her
matches and 10th this season.
team in goals,
The goal was the 25th of
assists and
Amendola’s career and gave her
overall points.
61 career points, which ranks her
She was also
sxith on the all-time MSU scoring
selected to
list. Amendola is also seventh in
the NFHCA
goals scored.
Senior All-Star Game.
The game headed into over
time, a common occurance for the
2.
Robyn
two squads, who have played nine
ApeelH (Field
extra-session contests, including
Hockey)
three which have been decided on
Apicelli
penalty kicks. In the last 10 meet
was
also
ings, the team s have two victories
selected to
with six ties. The only non-over
the NFHCA
time game game in 2002 when
Senior AllMSU won 1-0 at Richard Stockton
S tar Game.
on an own goal.
She was 16-2
Unlike last season when MSU and recorded eight shutouts.
defeated Richard Stockton, 7-6 in
kicks en route to the NJAC title,
3.
Jess
this time the Ospreys got the win
A m en d o la
ning m argin as Allysa Bollaci made
( W o m e n ’s
the game-ending penalty kick.
Soccer)
Alex Rogers made seven saves
Amendola
for the Ospreys while K ristin
led her team
Kuhmann had two stops.
in virtually
Montclair State outshot Richard
every catego
Stockton, 15-9.
ry including
courtesy of Sports Information
game-win

MSU,
which had
its nine-game winning streak
snapped and fell to 16-2 this
season (4-2 in the NJAC),
will now await its post- /
season fate as bids for
the NCAA Division
III Field Hockey
Tournam ent w ill be
announced on Sunday,
November 6.
/
The score was /
tied at one
after
the first half.
Forward
Danielle M iranda had put the Profs
up 2-1 at 36:05 with an assist from
midfielder Liz Unger. Unger found
the Red Hawks’ net 41 seconds
later. Forward Rachel Cheafeky

had the fourth goal when she put
in a rebound after a save at 45:03.
W ith 1:50 remaining, midfielder
Jess Rosewall scored MSUs second
goal on a pass from Kelly.
In
the first half, Kelly
had the Red Hawks’
first goal on a pen
alty comer. She
knocked in a pass
from midfielder Jen
Soss a t 12:18.
Ten
m inutes
later, Rowan forward
Corrine M onahan tied
the score on a comer
w ith back Colleen
McGowan getting the
assist.
Rowan took 19
shots while
M ontclair
S tate
totaled 17.
For the Red Hawks, goalie Robyn
Apicelli made eight saves. Prof
goalie, Stephanie Doherty, stopped
eight shots and led her team to the
win.
courtesy of Sports Information

Top Fall Red Hawk Seniors In 2005
ning goals and she also started
every game for the Red Hawks.
Her leadership ability gave hope to
the Red Hawks and brought them
all the way to the playoffs, only to
be disappointed by an early exit.

4 .Mika

( M e n ’s
Soccer)
Although
Hogan didn’t
lead
h is
team in any
c a te go ri es ,
he played a
major roll in
his team ’s success. His defensive
ability allowed the Red Hawks to
contend in close games and along
with goalkeeper, Chris Owen, the
Red Hawks were quite sound defen
sively.

5 EricFerriol

and ran for one more. He has
thrown for close to 1,300 yards
for the season and he still has
one more game to go on Saturday
against top-seeded Rowan.

" '*■’ 1 6.
Chris
Owen (Men’s
Soccer)
Owen
led his team
with his stel■
lar defensive
skills and
brought his
team
into
the post sea
son. Although the Red Hawks lost
in the first round, Owen is leaving
his team m ates behind with a feel
ing of hope.

8.

Ruby

■ Rus s e l l
( W o m e n ’s
Soccer)
Ruby was
tied for third
in goals and
total points.
Her presence
on and off of
the field was
im portant to the team ’s success and
next year’s team will be missing an
im portant piece without her.
9.

Elyse

Wi nk l e
(Field

Hockey)
Winkle’s
influence on
the team will
7. Morgan
’ !,| not show up
B u rk lo w
H I in the stats,
(Football)
but any play
Burklow er will tell you th at her presence is
led the Red vital to the team’s success.

(Football)
Ferriol
Hawks’
led the Red
defense in
Hawks out of
tackles and
adism alstart
provided the
and into a
m oral sup
current fourp ort
they
B - K J H
game win needed to win close games. His
ning streak. aggressive play inspired other
He had a total of ten touchdown players to step up and make an
passes
impact.

Visit www.montclair.edu/athletics.html for more information

■

lO.KayianVan
B rookhoven

(Women’s
Soccer)
Kaylan was
in the top five
in points and
showed th at
she can lead.

